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Abstract
Climate activist research has largely focused on the shifts in biodiversity, experiences of frontline
communities, and how further extinctions and threats to life can be limited. However, in recent
years, there has been increasing focus on Indigenous climate activism. As this is a relatively
recently established field in academia, there are numerous absences, such as in examinations of the
ways in which music and performance, gendersexuality, and disability play out in these contexts.
The thesis concentrates on tauiwi (non-Māori) Pasifika climate activist music and performance in
Aotearoa New Zealand, specifically focusing on disability and gendersexuality-divergence: the
findings explain how Pasifika disabled and/or gendersexuality divergent communities are
marginalised in these spaces, and how they subvert hegemonic communal narratives through other
forms of connection, ethics, and action. The research found that hegemonic notions of “Pasifika”
are heavily gendered, abled, and raced, and that these have significant impacts on the kinds of
performance that are used in Pasifika climate activism. The research also found that certain
thematic patterns are present in Pasifika climate activist music: these include images of warriorhood
and dutiful resistance, and notions of universality predicated on binary categories that comprise the
whole. By using Pacific Indigenous methods and theory such as TāVāism and su‘ifefiloi, and
through reviews of current literature, the roles, purposes, and consequences of music and
performance in Pasifika climate activism are discussed. The research ultimately concludes that ‘afa
music (the music used by Pasifika disabled and/or gendersexuality-divergent communities to form
communal links) is more important to the networks comprising Pasifika climate activism than the
music displayed in hegemonic Pasifika climate activist contexts. This work is relevant to the areas
of Indigenous self-determination, climate activism, intersectionality, decolonisation, and Pacific
Island and Pacific regional studies.

Keywords: Pasifika, tauiwi, New Zealand, climate activism, gendersexuality, disability, music,
performance, Indigenous
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0. Tatalo
Tulouna le Lagi! Salutations to the Sky Father!
Tulouna le Papa! Salutations to the Earth Mother!
Tulouna i o tatou tua‘ā! Salutations to all our Ancestors!
Tulou, tulou lava! Greetings, Greetings!

Ua valaʻaulia atu I call upon
i Le Matagi! The Winds!
i Le Afi! Fire!
i Le Moana! The Deep Ocean!
Ma Le ʻEleʻele! And the Earth!
Susū mai, Afio mai, Tala mai aʻao! Welcome, Welcome, Welcome!

Ma le loto fa‘amaualalo, With a humble heart I ask
Aumaia ou alofa, ou fesoasoani Lend your love and your support,
Ma ou faʻamanuiaga i lenei galuega! and your blessings on this work!
Mātou te valaʻaulia atu e pei ona ou fanau. We ask this as your Children.

Faʻafetai le teu! Thank you for your adornments!
Faʻafetai le alofa! Thank you for your alofa!

Tatalo (prayer, invocation) present here with the assent of Jonathan Alamū Selu (Selu, 2020).
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1. Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the usages of music and performance in Pasifika climate activist
contexts in contemporary New Zealand. Specifically, the research focuses on the experiences and
opinions of Pasifika gendersexuality-divergent and disabled commentators, organisers, and artists in
relation to this particular coalescence between activist agitation and artistic expression: terminology
will be explained further throughout the thesis. The following chapter will discuss the contextual
connections, central concerns, researcher positionality, limitations, and contour of the thesis. My
main focuses are on how warriorhood and co-constitutive universal-binarist constructions are used
in Pasifika climate activist music and performance: the definitions of these terms will be elaborated
in Chapters 5 and 6. These impact on Pasifika communal identities, and influence which forms of
existence are deemed permissible and legible, and which are not. In Chapter 5, I describe how
warriorhood interacts with Pasifika masculinities, emotional concealment, notions of collective
strength, blood quantum, and the conflicts that occur with how meaning is and should be attached to
Pasifika cultural symbols. In Chapter 6, I argue that, within Pasifika climate activist music and
performance universality and binarism are co-constitutive. Thus, notions of “all of us,” a recurrent
construction that describes variously affected and obligated communities in climate injustice, is
predicated on the idea that everyone belongs to one of two groups, not neither, and not both: one of
the results of this construction is that liminal and atypical identities are often erased and narrated out
of hegemonic communal consciousness. Notions of divergent generationality will also be discussed
in Chapter 6, and how Pasifiqueeredisabled communities move through time-space and
sociocultural networks.
Although I did not use participatory action research, the participants’ involvement in
research followed a more collaborative model, as will be detailed in Chapter 2. The research found
that hegemonic notions of “Pasifika” are heavily gendered, abled, and raced, and that these have
significant impacts on the kinds of performance that are used in Pasifika climate activism.
Ultimately, the research concludes that there are multiple barriers and restrictions placed upon
Pasifiqueeredisabled people in Pasifika climate activist performance, and that the music that is
exchanged between us (Pasifiqueeredisabled communities) is most important as it sustains social,
cultural, and tempospatial relations, which are an essential part of communal care, resistant
continuity, and thrivance (Jolivette, 2020). I refer to this music as ‘afa (rope, halving, opening, and
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further meanings) music, a phrasing that will be further explained in Chapter 6 (Le Tagaloa, 1996;
Tamapeau et al., 2016).
First, the research focus area will be situated in relation to global issues, national activism,
and regional self-determination movements. Following this, I will state the principal question of the
research that focuses on the functions of music in Pasifika climate activism, and explain some key
terms. Subsequently, I will discuss my positionality as a researcher in this area, and how the various
communities to which I belong—primarily middle-class academic and Pasifiqueeredisabled ones—
influence this research; some formatting explanations will also be given. After this, some of the
boundaries and scope of this research will be considered through communal restrictions and
capacity. In the closing section, an outline of the further chapters in this thesis will be provided.
These chapters discuss methodological decisions, Pasifika community relations, Pasifika climate
activist music, warriorhood imagery, framings of Pasifika communities via universal and bipartite
(consisting of two separate parts) groupings, discussions of the findings, and concluding remarks.
The thesis closes by stating the importance for Pasifiqueeredisabled communities of connectivity
through music, rather than the selection of specific “traditional” musical genres, and that the links
made through this are ultimately what determines activist and communal continuity.

1.1 Context
There are numerous factors that influence Pasifika climate activist-artistic contexts. In this section,
a brief overview of climate change urgency and research will be given. This will be followed by an
outline of climate activism in New Zealand. Finally, Pasifika climate activist contexts will be
situated in relation to Pacific Indigenous regional activist campaigns.
Climate change is one of the most pressing issues of the current era. Water levels continue to
rise as ice caps melt, with several Pacific islands fully submerged and further landscapes drastically
changed, as well as alarming rates of species extinction, which all lead to increasingly precarious
ecosystems (Jetn̄ il-Kijiner, 2014; Mitchell, 2017; Carrington, 2020). Numerous groups that engage
in climate action have thus been formed (Teaiwa, 2018; Ritchie, 2020; Sherwood-O’Regan, 2019).
However, much of this climate organising work focuses on environmental and “scientific” data, as
opposed to human experience, and in particular, Indigenous climate activism (Carrington, 2020;
Whyte, 2020a). In keeping with Indigenous understandings of how coloniality is intertwined with
climate change and global inequities, and in recognition of intersectional violences, I use the term
“climate injustice” to describe the current circumstances (Whyte, 2020b). Climate injustice is an
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issue that operates across numerous dimensions, with abundant contextual nuances (Pacific Climate
Warriors, 2015). The specifics of New Zealand contexts are therefore necessary to consider.
Although the country holds multiple designations, the primary name that will be used in this
thesis is New Zealand to emphasise the ongoing colonialism of the nation state; this matter will be
discussed further in Chapter 3 (Ngata, Chadwick, & Case, 2019). Climate activism in New Zealand
covers a range of engagements: involvements in policy, media presences, educational outreach,
organising demonstrations, and further (Tahana, 2019; Jetn̄ il-Kijiner, 2016). Events that interrupt
public areas such as marches often involve elements of performance. However, which kinds of
performance are used depend upon the organisations and people present, motivations, resource
capacities, and additional factors. Hegemonically recognised climate organisations in New Zealand
typically fall into one of three groups: Māori-led, Pasifika-led, and Pākehā-led (Ngata, 2019;
Wareka, 2020; Tahana, 2019; 350 Aotearoa, n.d.). Although there are many further ways of
categorising climate organisation leadership, such as class or founding ideologies, the ethnoracial
communities present in the leadership of climate organisations are a considerable factor in terms of
which kinds of performance take place.
Pasifika climate activism in New Zealand is situated at—and is, in many ways, the product
of—the collision of various societal and historical phenomena. Physically, it is located within the
borders of New Zealand, but it is genealogically connected to Pacific Indigenous regional struggles
for self-determination and sovereignty (Meivisi, 2021T). Due to artistic, organisational, and
ideological connections, I claim that Pasifika climate activism in New Zealand is better understood
as an extension of these Pacific Indigenous decolonial and anti-colonial movements, as opposed to
simply a subsection of New Zealand national climate activism (Tahana, 2019).

1.2 Research Aims
This segment will begin with a statement of the primary research question. This will then be
followed by details about “music,” “performance,” “gendersexuality-divergence,” and “disability”
as further centring points. A key theme in these definitions is the role of colonialism in positioning
non-white, disabled, intersex, non-cis, and non-hetero communities as Others (Wright, 2021T).
This research seeks to answer the question: “What are the roles, purposes, and consequences
of music and performance in tauiwi (non-Māori) Pasifika climate activism in contemporary New
Zealand?” For the purposes of this research, “contemporary” refers to approximately 2010–present.
The noun phrase “music and performance,” as well as alternating usages of either term are used to
acknowledge that music in many Indigenous contexts is not “music” alone, but instead a
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combination of art forms, including dance, adornment, singing, chant, and visual arts (Glint, 2021T;
Steiner, 2015; Tahana, 2019). Furthermore, “performance” also refers to how various identities, and
responses to identities are performed through behaviour and etiquette (Ahmed, 2014; Butler,
1990/1999). Even with the parameters laid out by the question, the research topics cover an
extensive area, so further specifications are needed to concentrate the focus.
Although the academic literature about Pacific climate activism is gradually growing,
analyses of gendersexuality-divergence and disability are scarce (Fair, 2018; Zemke & LimCowley, 2021). “Gendersexuality” is a term I use to refer simultaneously to gender, sex, and
sexuality, whilst noting the connections and distinctions between them. I formed this term as a way
of emphasising fluidity between these three elements in Indigenous gendersexuality paradigms, and
in opposition to the stark distinctions that characterise western colonial precepts (Glint, 2021T).
“Gendersexuality-divergence” refers specifically to Indigenous genders, sexes, and/or sexualities
that are positioned as being outside of the colonial cisgender, hetero, perisex (not intersex) binary.
“Cisheteroperisexism” describes the structural oppression that targets people who are not cisgender,
hetero, or perisex, and which affords unearned privilege to those who are. I use “disability” as based
in crip and disability justice scholarship to refer to the ways in which minds, bodies, and
“functioning” are positioned as lesser and/or valueless, particular through colonial capitalist,
biomedical, and legal establishments (Neumeier & Brown, 2020; Sins Invalid, 2019). Linked to this
term is the acronym: “CHEP.” I use this as a shorthand term for “cis-hetero-enabled-perisex,” which
describes people who are members of gender, sex, ability, and sexuality communities that are
privileged in the aforementioned establishments; “enabled” is used to refer to non-disabled people
as a way of marking the structural facilities and rewards afforded to non-disabled people.
“Pasifiqueeredisabled” is a term that is used to refer to Pasifika disabled and/or gendersexualitydivergent communities simultaneously, as these experiences are the central concern. The
communities are grouped together here because, although disabled and gendersexuality-divergent
experiences are different, there are similarities in terms of hegemonic exclusion, systemic violence,
and disabled-gendersexuality-divergent capacities for anti-oppressive destruction and recreation
(Sins Invalid, 2019; Ziyad, 2017). Within the previous neologism, there is an “e” before “disabled”
that marks out the use of the past participle “queered.” This is used instead of “queer” to
acknowledge the work of Kahala Johnson, who uses “queered” to refer to how Indigenous
gendersexualities were queered by colonial binarist paradigms: the term also does the work of
marking who queers Pasifika gendersexuality-divergent people (Johnson, 2019). “Bodyminds” is a
term that was formed in crip scholarship, and allows for understanding people as having mental and
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bodily lives simultaneously, and in such a way that these are acknowledged as inseparable (Schalk,
2018). The “some” in the title is used to acknowledge that this is a very small set of these
communities, and thus these discussions are not necessarily representative of all of our perspectives.

1.3 Positionality
First, the influence held by several of my community affiliations over the research will be covered.
Subsequently, statements will be made about the underlying motivations of the research. Some
comments about style and titling will close the section.
My grandparents are Samoan, Han Chinese, and Ashkenazi Jewish: while my family
generally uses diasporic framings to understand our cultural, economic, and habitative mobility, it is
to be noted that this is not true of all migrational communities (Godinet et al., 2019). I am tauiwi
(non-Māori) and a citizen of New Zealand, in which I am currently resident. I am thus tangata Tiriti,
a term that refers to people who are in relationship to Māori, and who have obligations to Māori
(Ngata, 2020). I was born in the U.K., where I am often raced as East Asian: in New Zealand, I am
habitually raced as brown, more specifically as Pasifika. As the previous suggests, I am lightskinned; thus, while I am subject to racism, I am not subject to the same forms of racism that are
aimed at dark-skinned and darker-skinned people (Teaiwa et al., 2017). Because of conversations
about liminal positioning in Pasifika communities with numerous people, I am wary of the ways in
which skin, accent, and conventional cultural proficiencies are all used in societal and communal
contexts to place people into one category or another, most often for the perceivers’ ease and
comfort (Wright, 2021T).
I am fa‘atama: this is a Samoan gendersexuality paradigm term usually used to signify
assigned-female-at-birth (AFAB) gendersexuality-divergent people who are often masculine-ofcentre (MOC); it has also been known to indicate assigned-male-at-birth (AMAB) gendersexualitydivergent MOC people (Bunnin, 2019; Hamer & Wilson, 2020; Sakaguchi, 2015). “Queer” and
“trans” are also terms that I use, but it is to be noted that using these to describe all gendersexualitydivergent people irrespective of their cultures perpetuates epistemic violence (Lim-Bunnin, 2020). I
am sighted (not blind or low vision), hearing (not Deaf or hard-of-hearing), and ambulatory, and I
am not a wheelchair user. I am autistic and dyspraxic. Both of these fall under the umbrella term of
“neurodivergence,” which was first used by Kassiane Asasumasu to refer to people with “[brains]
outside of what most of society considers normal, healthy, stable, sane, or intelligent” (Thompson,
2020). As such, although I am generally aware of disability injustice issues in daily life, my
immediate recognition is mainly concentrated in the area of “neurological functioning.” For most of
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my life, I have been upper-middle class with dual citizenship. This, coupled with academic
privileges, generational wealth, and many further forms of entitlement, means that I have numerous
ignorances about the ways in which class, labour, money, state-sanctioned legality and educational
hegemonies function by experience.
I became involved in this research topic because of my work in and with a number of
Pasifika and Pacific Indigenous climate justice, land rights, and self-determination grassroots
organisations. They will remain unnamed here. This is for a number of reasons. One is that focusing
on them specifically could be unhelpful, because some of the groups to which I owe many insights
might not benefit from this kind of attention. Furthermore, I have concluded that it is of greater
importance to demonstrate larger patterns, and analyses thereof, that are more widely applicable,
rather than narrowing the research solely to its specific context. What forms the more extensive
rationale for this research is existing in Indigenous disabled and gendersexuality-divergent
communities and time-spaces: as stated in the acknowledgements, the ethical and ideological
foundations of the research are profoundly shaped by interactions, support systems, and exchanges
of knowledge through these networks. This research therefore is neither neutral nor objective, and is
grounded in ethics that will be explained further in Chapter 2. The separations between
Pasifiqueeredisabled people and Pasifika climate activist (PCA) performance representation—
which will be discussed in further chapters—posed some issues in collecting information about
specific PCA musical contexts. Because of my participation in PCA performance, for some
rendering of events relevant to the research, I used auto-ethnographic methods (Iosefo et al., 2021).
There are a number of stylistic and nominal decisions that I have made for the purpose of
this thesis. “Indigenous” is capitalised to emphasise the importance of Indigenous knowledges, and
as a response against the ways in which colonialism has sought to suppress these; “knowledges” is
pluralised to emphasise the variance inherent in this term, and to counter colonial epistemic
homogenisation (Decolonization, n.d.). “Samoa” is mostly spelt without a macron in accordance
with Samoan / Sāmoan orthographical flexibilities (Pātū, 2020). Terms in Indigenous languages will
not be italicised because of the ways in which this can perpetuate the othering of Indigenous
knowledges (Barokka, 2020a). The phrase “the edge the centre” is used in the title to reference
tempospatial distributions of power, and also to allude to the common sentiment that the centres—
and thus, the edges—of the Pacific are mobile (Figiel, 1999; Teaiwa, 2001). This is strongly
influenced and inspired by the pedagogy and tempospatial philosophy of Mau Piailug, a Satawalese
Pacific Indigenous navigator and voyager (Low et al., 1983).
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1.4 Scope of Research
There are a number of factors that place boundaries on the research that can be done. Although the
following text does not provide enough space for an exhaustive list, some of the primary ones will
be identified. These are mainly concentrated in the areas of: time-space, community parameters,
Indigeneity, and societal power.
Two of the most pressing limits on this research are time and space: the time given for this
thesis was one year, and the maximum word-count is 40,000 words, which means that there are
many areas I would have liked to scrutinise, but this was unfortunately not possible. There are many
non-Pacific Black and Indigenous climate activists of colour, and many Pasifiqueeredisabled people
who are engaged in climate activism in New Zealand who do not, for many reasons, interact with
elitist activist spaces. Participants recruitment was done solely by speaking to people I already
knew: my research method, explained in Chapter 2, requires relationships of trust in order to be
effective. However, because of this, I did not end up talking to many people with important,
marginalised expertise. I chose to focus my research primarily on Pacific Indigenous climate
activism because this is the regional context with which I am most familiar, and which was the most
appropriate environment for research given the scope of this project.
This thesis is not a historical analysis: PCA (Pasifika climate activist) music as a distinct
phenomenon is a contentious and somewhat disjointed establishment; the span of time I will cover
is approximately 2010 onwards. My research does not focus on specifically Māori climate activist
music and performance as my experience and authority is not in this area (see also Black, 2019;
McConnell, 2019; Wareka, 2020). Finally, while I would have liked to do an in-depth analysis of
the fabrics, dyes, and materials involved in PCA performance, how they are used, and what happens
to them after use, this was unfortunately not possible. The English language also situated the
boundaries of participant engagement and did not include fluent interactions in Te Reo Māori,
Samoan, or New Zealand Sign Language.

1.5 Chapter Outline
The thesis is broken up into several portions. It has eight—perhaps nine, depending upon the way
one counts—chapters, the contents of which will be described in the following text. After laying out
the methodological foundations, further contextualisation is given through explanations of
“Pasifika” and PCA music; two chapters are dedicated to analysing the findings from discussions
with participants, and these are followed by a chapter for consideration of the connections between
these themes, and lastly a conclusion.
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Chapter 2 starts by explaining su‘ifefiloi (sewing assorted items together), a Samoan
interdisciplinary methodology that was selected for this research. This is followed by discussions
of: TāVāism, a school of thought that draws from Tongan-Samoan philosophies of time-space, as
the theoretical framework, and talanoa as a discursive method. After discussing the potentials of
TāVāism to contribute to academic elitism, I conclude by asserting its effectiveness in imparting
and illuminating academic critiques (Spivak, 1988). In 2.3.2, I will introduce the research
participants and their communal affiliations primarily through talanoa excerpts. As previously
stated, the research was not entirely participant-led, but more collaborative than most
conventionalised academic research processes, and involved the participants as transcript editors
and approvers, as well as educators and guides. Chapter 3 explains Pasifika communities in relation
to New Zealand as an ongoing colonial nation state, Māori communities, further Pacific
communities in the wider region, and in terms of embedded hegemonies within Pasifika milieux.
The coloniality of New Zealand will be described, the usefulness of incommensurability in
discussing the experiences of Māori and tauiwi Pasifika communities will be explained, the ongoing
complex connections between Pasifika and wider Pacific communities will be discussed, and
hierarchies of ancestry, race, class, disability, gendersexuality, and further axes in Pasifika contexts
will be outlined. Chapter 4 will briefly explain the components that make up Pasifika music more
widely, and then will break down PCA music contexts into three main categories: demonstration
music, background music, and ‘afa music. ‘Afa music and its liminal position in relation to PCA
music will be indicated.
The findings are grouped mainly into two canopy themes: warriorhood representations and
co-constitutive constructions of universality and binarism. Chapter 5 will begin with a poem that
describes the aspects of genealogy, ideology, culture, labour, and erasure that can appear in
warriorhood imagery. It then indicates the colonial and Indigenous contexts of armed conflict
through which warrior tropes have been forged. This is followed by using various metaphorical
weapon and campaign frameworks to explain the ways in which PCA music has been utilised.
Spear-focused analyses describe how PCA music is used to establish Pasifika presence in wider
white New Zealand contexts, represent CHEP male masculinity, and convey the specific
racialisations enabledness conveyed through PCA performances. Shield-focused comments consider
how PCA music covers certain emotions and narratives, and also allows certain protections that
permit Pasifika identities to be expressed. Mobilisation-centred examinations contemplate how
representations of Pasifika communities in PCA music are coded as unified, strong, and powerful,
with a number of drawbacks. Battleground-concentrated appraisals observe how meaning is
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contested in and about PCA music, and these have significant implications for notions of tradition,
which forms of activism achieve which ends, and who and what constitutes Pasifika communities.
Chapter 6 will start by defining universality and binarism, followed by an explanation of
how the conception of “all of us,” a recurrent construction to describe affected and obligated
communities in climate discourse, is inseparable from binary groupings. Subsequently, the divisions
between Pasifika and wider Pacific contexts, and then demarcations of dis/ability and
gendersexuality will be analysed, as well as issues with languaging, labour, absence, and existential
legibility. In Chapter 7, ‘afa music will be described in terms of its capacities to nurture, sustain,
and recreate connections between Pasifiqueeredisabled and further multiply marginalised
communities and people. These connections will then be discussed with respect to how they can
fuel and facilitate changes towards justice.
The previous passages will be followed by Chapters 8 and 9. Chapter 8 will entail a
consideration of connections between the aforementioned themes, a critical reflection of this
research—including discussions of how Pacific Indigenous power structures manifested in
exchanges of knowledge—the implications of connecting through online platforms in research, and
a contemplation of recent events and possible future research areas. Chapter 9 forms the concluding
chapter, and thus will summarise the previous arguments and reiterate the findings in concentrated
form. The research reaches two conclusions. The first is that music and performance are used in
PCA contexts to convey select, incomplete representations of Pasifika communities, to influence
public and communal opinion and action through emotional evocation, to create further spaces for
learning and practising Pacific Indigenous cultural forms, to turn away from further aspects of
activism, and to continue colonial paradigms of identity (Tamapeau et al., 2021T). The second is
that, with the inherent problematics of hegemonic climate activist settings, debates about whether to
work within these are complex, and that what is most significant in the continuity of Pacific
Indigenous resistance and thrivance is the connections between us (Tamapeau et al., 2021T).
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2. Methodology
This chapter will give an overview of the methodology, theoretical framework, principal method,
and further techniques chosen to carry out this research. Su‘ifefiloi, a Samoan methodology that
involves selecting, mixing, and connecting various elements, will be introduced. It will be traced
back to its initial sociocultural iterations, situated in academic contexts, and then explained in terms
of its suitability for these research contexts. TāVāism, a Tongan-Samoan school of thought focusing
on time-space and social connectivity, will then be described in terms of its applications in PCA
performance. TāVāism was chosen because it allows for links to be made through Pacific
Indigenous genealogies between PCA performances and the supposedly external social contexts that
inform how PCA music is enacted and received by performers and wider communities.
Talanoa, a Pacific Indigenous dialectic method, will also be discussed. I used talanoa to
engage with Pasifiqueeredisabled perspectives about PCA performance to give voice to narratives
that are commonly submerged in hegemonic discourse within Pacific communities. Talanoa was
selected as a method because of its flexibility, its origins in Pacific Indigenous ethics, and its
suitability for engagement with Pasifika power dynamics. I will discuss these characteristics
through Pacific genealogies, comparisons to similar methods, and details of its complex usage in
Pasifika contexts. Additionally, I will provide specific details about the talanoa used in this research,
including my relationships to the participants, divergences from conventionalised research practice,
and community ethics.

2.1 Su‘ifefiloi
Su‘ifefiloi is a methodology that originated in Samoan cultural contexts of social exchange. It refers
to the processes of material, epistemic, and social production, and the resulting composites, that are
used to maintain familial, political, and further relationships (Tielu, 2016). In this section, I will
describe how it has been used specifically in ‘ula lei—glossed by Sia Figiel as “flower
garland[s]”—creation, and in taualuga, which is defined as a genre of Samoan dance typically done
to mark the end or pinnacle of an event (Ellis, 1998; Taouma, 2014). One of the most important
features of su‘ifefiloi is that it is ontologically based in Fa‘asamoa (Samoan culture, ethics, and
practice). I will explain how these features and foundations of Fa‘asamoa persist in academic
research contexts, and in my research, as well as how su‘ifefiloi’s characteristics render it
particularly suitable for researching PCA performances.
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Su‘ifefiloi is a Samoan word with two primary components: “su‘i”, which means to sew, and
“fefiloi,” which refers to a mixture: combined, they refer to both the creative operations and
resulting embodied form of sewing flowers together to make ‘ula lei. Additional forms of su‘ifefiloi
can also be found in sequences of songs that are most often found during taualuga, and in linking
different stories as part of a whole narrative collection (as described by Sia Figiel in Ellis, 1998).
Most Samoan—and wider Pacific—cultural contexts are characterised by ongoing reciprocal
systems that connect villages, families, communities, and countries (Tielu, 2016). These
reciprocities are inherent in the construction and conferral of su‘ifefiloi. Exchanges of money, food,
speeches, and further items are conducted to recognise the ancestral, land-based, and time-space
connections between groups, and to demonstrate and provide alofa (love, often in the form of
sustained social-material interchanges) to the receiving party (Ellis, 1998; Tielu, 2016). In each
occurrence, these exchanges are executed in ways that respond to the nuances of the situation and
environment (Refiti, 2014). I am defining both the strands that tie this research su‘ifefiloi project
together as well as the purpose of its implementation as alofa (love) to specific communities
surrounding and within Pasifika climate activism. These communities, while often recognised as
having contributive positions in the reciprocal systems that lash together these times and spaces, are
routinely placed out of recipient positions in these same arrangements (Le Tagaloa, 1996;
Talamahina, 2021T). Ostensibly associated with reciprocity and support, alofa has further aspects.
Generally, these exchanges are not displayed as including the questioning by one party of other
parties, or as criticism, even if constructive (Avegalio, 2020). However, because demonstrations of
alofa are deeply contingent on why and to whom they are expressed, then, contrary to some
declarations, I assert that alofa can facilitate—and partially manifest as—critical engagement
(Tamapeau, 2021T).
Aesthetics and connectivity are of vital importance in su‘ifefiloi, although not always in the
ways that might be expected. Each of the elements that comprise the overall composition must be
beautiful, but the beauty of the whole is not thought to be ruptured through the incorporation of
contrasting components: indeed, variety is a crucial component (Refiti, 2014). Strong bonds, in
order to form a new composite entity, are paramount (Figiel, 2018; The Golden Ali‘is, 1981). In
musical form, songs are connected in continuous sequences via musical key fixity, sustained
pitches, and familiar rhythms (The Golden Ali‘is, 1981). Similar protocol applies in research. All of
the materials used in the creation of the final form are significant, and all must be selected carefully
(Ellis, 1998). That a range of methods, theories, and epistemologies are used is important, as is
forming robust connections between them. This is one of the ways in which Samoan principles of
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reciprocity and relationality manifest in su‘ifefiloi as a methodology (Refiti, 2014; Silipa, 2008). As
stated previously in terms of the usage of multiple theories, there are an array of areas that are
pertinent to the research. Su‘ifefiloi was selected as the methodology that would allow me the most
comprehensive engagement because it can accommodate and integrate multiple dissimilar methods,
theories, and cosmologies (Refiti, 2014). This is because it is contextually adaptable: responding
ethically to the research areas and surrounding environments is a requisite quality (Tielu, 2016).
Thus, what su‘ifefiloi does, and for whom, is more important than using particular methods and
theories: the pattern and parts are decided by the purpose, as opposed to the more inflexible
structures that proliferate in academia (Thompson, 2014).
Perhaps its most important defining feature is its grounding in Samoan perspectives,
histories, and relationships (Tielu, 2016; Silipa, 2008). However, as anyone familiar with the
contextual specifics of agaifanua (customs specific to each village) can attest, what constitutes
Samoan ethics and ontology varies (Tuimaleali‘ifano, 2020). This flexibility within a structure that
also has an established shared anatomy is a quality that makes this methodology particularly
suitable for interrogating entrenched power structures. Amongst its tapestry-like capacities,
su‘ifefiloi provides room for the recognition, comprehension, and questioning of Pacific Indigenous
worldviews and theory (Tielu, 2016; Refiti, 2014). This cosmological expansiveness in particular
distinguishes it from many more conventionalised research methodologies and implementations
thereof such as bricolage (Deleuze & Guattari, 1980/2000; Refiti, 2014), in that Indigenous
knowledge systems and relational structures are not only able to be recognised and applied, but that
this is expected (Refiti, 2014). One Pacific Indigenous methodology with which su‘ifefiloi shares
several characteristics is the Kakala methodology, designed originally by Dr. Konai Helu Thaman
(Vaioleti, 2006). Both methodologies have origins in the construction of flower garlands expressing
care, love, respect, and responsibility to the recipient, as well as also involving the processes of
collecting, connecting, and gifting (Ellis, 1998; Vaioleti, 2006). However their systems of ordering
diverge. Kakala, in keeping with Tongan ontologies, requires the “right combinations of flowers,”
which are “arranged in hierarchical relationship to one another as determined by the purpose for
which the kakala is made” (Vaioleti, 2006). ‘Anga Fakatonga, which can be glossed as “Tongan
culture” (Fehoko, 2014), recognises floral hierarchies, in that some flowers are chiefly and some are
not (Kaeppler, 1972; Tonga, n.d.). It is to be noted that hierarchies do not always result in harm,
with shifting context-specific hierarchies and hierarchies that allow for ethical engagements through
the amplification of marginalised knowledge as examples (Cama, 2021T; Moreton-Robinson,
2013). However, because of familiarity with the frequent results of violence for Indigenous multiply
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marginalised communities from established hierarchies within both colonial and Indigenous
contexts, I was inclined towards a methodology that could be more hierarchically flexible.
In summary, su‘ifefiloi is a Samoan mixed-methods, mixed-theory methodology that
prioritises Pacific Indigenous—and in particular, Samoan—praxes, ontologies, and ethics. I used
this methodology because of its capacities to link up and engage with Pacific Indigenous
perspectives in non-linear ways. These faculties are important because the connections and
associations made in PCA musical contexts are often not straightforward or uniform, often utilising
metaphor, indirect communication, polysemy, and cross-referencing (Kaeppler, 1972). One of the
Pacific Indigenous bodies of theory that su‘ifefiloi interacts with is TāVāism: TāVāism forms the
primary theoretical framework for this research, and will be explained further in the next section.

2.2 TāVāism
TāVāism refers to a specific area of scholarship to do with Tongan-Samoan philosophies of time,
space, and relationality. It concentrates on the sociospatial and tempospatial relationships between
people, places, actions, arts, language, meaning, which emphasise

formations of harmony and

disharmony (Ka‘ili et al., 2017). In order to explain how TāVāism is of use in my research, I will
untangle some of the connections embedded in PCA performances, and demonstrate why these links
are important. Following this, I will present some of the main aspects of TāVāism, some of its
criticisms, and some of its advantages. In doing so, I will illustrate its aptness in analysing
performances of this kind.
Pasifika climate activist performances can be conceptualised in a number of ways. Because
of links that have been made by my participants, PCA performers, and further observers, I
comprehend Pasifika climate activist performances as the intermeshing of numerous strands
(Steiner, 2015; Wright, 2021T). A single performance can be understood through manifold reference
points. Some of these are: the national, regional, ethnic, and familial origins of the music; the
historical, political, and environmental context in which the music was created; the ideological and
affective communications of the music; the perceptions, opinions, beliefs, and educative practice of
the performers and the audience, with an understanding that the audience and performers are not
necessarily mutually exclusive; and the power dynamics of the place, land, and time-space through
which the music is performed (Tamapeau et al., 2021T).
The term “time-space” has been used in previous paragraphs. This notion of simultaneous
and indivisible temporal and spatial existence is one of the key components of TāVāism (Māhina,
2010). It is to be noted that “tā” and “vā” do not translate solely to “time” and “space” respectively:
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instead, they both have many further connotations, including beating out rhythms to mark time and
activate relational space mediation respectively (Tecun & Ka‘ili, 2020; Raymond, 2019; Refiti,
2009). TāVāism is also predicated on understandings that time and space have different
configurations in different cultural settings: although culture is often presented in solely ethnoracial
terms, cultures demarcated according to dis/ability, gendersexuality, class, generation, and further
communal markers also exist (Lily, 2021T). This is important primarily for two reasons: PCA
contexts are mainly youth contexts, which have different cultures from the environments of Pasifika
elders, and, within Pasifika “youth” contexts, especially because of further intersectional
dimensions, there are also different generational and customary protocols in usage (Tamapeau &
Selu, 2021T). A further aspect of TāVāism is that every entity is extant in a network characterised
by continual interchanges, and that these movements can result in opposition or orderliness, with
orderliness also being understood as a form of opposition (Māhina, 2010). This conception is
especially significant in PCA contexts due to the structures that govern PCA time-spaces: although
the systems put in place function well for some, they remain the result of multiple obstructions
(Arbon, 2021T). This also complicates ideas about sociocultural as well as musical and artistic
harmony and disharmony, notions that will become more significant in Chapters 5 and 6.
There are two major critiques that have been made of TāVāism. One is that the body of
theory is an endeavour towards recreating much older forms of Indigenous Tongan time-space
philosophy; however, because of both western and Indigenous Tongan elements and influences, the
theory is flawed (Lafitani, 2020). The second critique is that TāVāism is almost only used in
academic and academia-adjacent spaces, and is not yet broadly accessible to wider Pacific
Indigenous communities (Tecun & Ka‘ili, 2020), which can perpetuate elitism. My reasoning for
using TāVāism here is multiple. First, the fusion of different ontologies makes it more applicable to
Pasifika contexts, which are themselves an intermingling of numerous worlds (Tielu, 2016).
Second, while it is noted that TāVāism—and some further research tools used here—can contribute
to epistemic violence, it is nonetheless acknowledged that they are useful in articulating arguments
and rendering analyses intelligible within academic structures (Spivak, 1988; Tecun & Ka‘ili,
2020). Thirdly, while more conventionalised theoretical frameworks such as intersubjectivity theory
can be used in Indigenous contexts, I argue they are too bound to individual experience and not
focused enough on art forms to be used here (Mamea, 2016; Ogden, 1994).
TāVāism readily takes cultural divergences, rhythm, form, and notions of conflict and order
into account (Tecun & Ka‘ili, 2020). In this research context, the iterations and implications of
gendersexuality, disability, race, Indigeneity, and further community demarcators are significant. In
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order to engage with these, TāVāism will be blended with: intersectionality (Combahee River
Collective, 1977/2012; Crenshaw, 1989; Crenshaw, 1991; Fu, 2015; Hall, 2014), Indigenous
women’s standpoint theory (Moreton-Robinson, 2013), affect theory (Ahmed, 2014), and
performativity theory (Baird, 2020; Butler, 1990/1999; Sandahl, 2003; Stewart et al., 2015).
Because of its extensive and versatile capacities, TāVāism is one of the most suitable theoretical
channels through which the experiences in and surrounding Pasifika climate activist spaces can be
analysed. The integration of TāVāism and these auxiliary theories is vital in gaining comprehensive
understandings of PCA and Pasifiqueeredisabled time-spaces.

2.3 Talanoa
Talanoa is a qualitative research method that involves dialectic exchanges through Pacific
Indigenous systems. Although it has many iterations in academia as a qualitative and quantitative
method and methodology, it is being used here as a discursive method for eliciting the experiences
of participants about an array of topics (Suaalii-Sauni & Fulu-Aiolupotea, 2014; Tielu, 2016). The
word, concept, and practice “talanoa” features in a number of Pacific Indigenous languages, most
usually belonging to the Austronesian family, which are predominant in the region demarcated as
“Polynesia” (Blust, 2018). The following sections will first outline talanoa in its everyday usages,
and then explain it as a qualitative method. Subsequent to this, the specifics of how talanoa was
used in the research process with participants will be described including genealogical discussions,
collaborative research processes, citational practice, and Pacific Indigenous ethics.

2.3.1 Talanoa as Qualitative Method
“Talanoa” most broadly refers to generalised talking amongst people (Farrelly & Nabobo-Baba,
2012). Although it has multiple forms, there are several main features. These include the use of
variable conversations between participants and researchers, Pacific Indigenous ontological
foundations, and the necessities of trust and responsibility in all exchanges (Farrelly & NaboboBaba, 2012; Tecun et al., 2018; Vaioleti, 2006). Talanoa can be expansive, concentrated, informal,
and formal (Vaioleti, 2013): through adapting to shifting contexts, these features manifested in the
research. Not only does talanoa acknowledge Pacific Indigenous statuses and ranks, such as those of
chiefly titles, genealogy, and gender, there are also two prevailing methods for interacting with
these: the first is to uphold these orders, and the second is to equalise them (Fa‘avae et al., 2016;
Tecun et al., 2018). It has often been stated that, in order for talanoa to work well, relationships of
harmony, trust, and mutual respect must be maintained between participants and researchers
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(Farrelly & Nabobo-Baba, 2012; Tecun et al., 2018). Because I believed that one year was not a
sufficient amount of time in which to build these relationships, and because of the difficulties posed
in relationality online as opposed to in person, I instead chose to talanoa only with people whom I
knew previously.
Contrary to claims of “talanoa” being “pan-Pacific,” this phonemic-semiotic structure does
not feature in all Pacific Indigenous languages. Where it does, the connotations attached to it do not
always render it practicable for academic research contexts (Farrelly & Nabobo-Baba, 2012; Gatty,
2009; Paongo Parsons, 2020). Although talanoa is a Pacific Indigenous research method, it is
primarily linked with Tongan, Samoan, and Fijian paradigms (Vaioleti, 2013; Suaalii-Sauni & FuluAiolupotea, 2014). As such, there are debates about whether it can be used in all Pacific contexts
(Tunufa‘i, 2016). The same is true of su‘ifefiloi and TāVāism because of reifying Pacific ethnic,
linguistic, and racial hierarchies, which will be elaborated in Chapter 3. I am not claiming talanoa as
a pan-Pacific method, but it is what I am familiar with socially and academically. There are also
similarities between talanoa and further Indigenous research methods in terms of relational praxis,
which can be adapted contextually to varying degrees (Mago-King, 2019). A further reason for
using talanoa as the research method is its capacities for indirect and open-ended communication:
this is a particularly suitable quality for contexts such as this, which can involve multiple forms of
trauma (Lily, 2021; Tamapeau & Selu, 2021). In conclusion, talanoa was selected as the primary
research method because its flexible, ethical, and relational features allowed for the deepest
engagement with Pasifiqueeredisabled and PCA experience.

2.3.2 Talanoa Research Specifics
The previous section has described talanoa in general terms. Thus, the following section will
employ talanoa methods by introducing the ten participants and their genealogies, the connections
between us, and the research implications. The exclusionary practice used in selecting participants,
and why this was employed, will also be elucidated. Afterwards, I will detail the participants’
involvement in the research, followed by a brief explanation of why these talanoa are not cited as
personal communications: the primary reason is to acknowledge the participants’ contributions as
valuable sources of knowledge, and counter colonial processes of epistemic silencing (Dotson,
2011). To close, some details of reimbursement processes will be given, contextualised in wider
structures of Pacific Indigenous relationality.
The following text consists mainly of direct quotes from the participants. This arrangement
has been chosen for two main reasons. The first is so that the participants’ phrasing is mostly
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maintained, and the second is in response to wider academic practices of attempting to “speak on
behalf of,” “be a voice for the voiceless,” and similar fabrications (Iacucci, 2017; Spivak, 1988).
The aforementioned practice has complemented the subjugation of marginalised knowledges;
through using participant-selected text, the following format counters this convention.

Shey Wright
• “Pronouns she, them…”
• “I’m from Samoa, and specifically Lokopa, but my mother is from Aleisa, my father’s from
Satupa‘ikea.”
• “As for abilities disabilities, none as much, mostly un-diagnosed, so hopefully going to get
diagnosed. […] As for mental health, it’s dealing with a lot of undiagnosed symptoms of
ADHD…”
• “I will refer to myself as female […] sexuality, I’m bisexual, proud to be…”
• “[…] the life struggle of being a 23-year-old Samoan woman in Auckland who’s moved from
Wellington to Auckland again who’s also visited other countries does not sound like a Kiwi but
you know, in essence, is from New Zealand basically.”
• “Pacific Islander costumier…”
Salote Cama
• “I am from Fiji: I’m an Indigenous Fijian.”
• “My village is the village of Nasau on the island of Moce. In the island group of Lau and then my
vasu’s—that’s the Fijian word for like my maternal side—so my mom’s village is Nailaga. In the
province of Ba which is on the western half of Viti Levu, the biggest island in Fiji. I was born and
raised in Fiji, mostly New Zealand for high school slash uni and I haven’t left…”
• “My pronouns are her, they.”
• “I am queer.”
• “Mental illness struggles? A lot! I was diagnosed with depression 2014…”
• “My mum’s side, some of her family members are in the like Turaga, which translates to chief
[…] and because of that, […] her dad was able to go to school overseas, come to New Zealand
[…] My dad’s side of the family, they didn’t necessarily have the opportunity, like my dad had to
drop out very early in terms of school […] but they […] kind of using a lot of the society’s safety
nets and stuff, were able to build up […] In the sense of class, it’s a little bit both.”
Meivisi
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• “My mother hails from Falealili, Satalo, and Sapapali‘i in Savai‘i, and my father hails from
Ha‘apai and Nuku‘alofa and Vaiala in Samoa. […] I am Samoan-Tongan, born and raised in Te
Whanganui-a-Tara, Te Awakairangi Lower Hutt, to be exact.”
• “Organised religion, I’m not really a participant of, but spirituality, I am.”
• “My pronouns, I mean, I’m not really bothered […] Technically he/she, but it doesn't really
bother me simply because when you’re raised in Samoan-Tongan households, we don’t use
genders, and so often, you know being raised like you know hearing the ‘he, she’ all the time is
just like ‘ah, yeah.’”
• “I am […] third generation on my mother’s side, and I’m second generation on my father’s side.”
Glint
• “I descend from Moana Oceanian and anglo-Australian parents, I bring with me my partner,
parents and brothers, and my ancestors, living and non-living. I identify as queer and gay. My
pronouns are she/they. I am spiritual but not religious. I come from a middle-class upbringing. I
identify with intersectional feminism, though I am aware of the problematics therein. My
experience also engages with personal and collective struggles associated with imposed colonial
binarisms underlying notions like ‘afakasi.’”
Nikolai Talamahina
• “Niuean + Samoan.”
• “I whakapapa to Alofi, Avatele, Liku, Vaimoso, Vaialua and Utulei – Tutuila” (Hansell &
Talamahina, 2020).
• “I’m definitely in my direct, like, close family, […] the first trans person in a long time.”
• He, him pronouns (Hansell & Talamahina, 2020)
• “In the last like five years or so, I’ve been using [music] to make money. Because that's what I
needed to do to pay my rent [laughs].”
Jonathan Alamū Selu (Jono)
• “In terms of where I’m physically located I was born and bred in Waitakere here in West
Auckland. But my […] ancestral ties on my Dad’s side take me back to Sapunaoa in Falealili and
[…] Vailu‘utai or Fasito‘otai depending on how much people know that space in the district of
A‘ana and on my Mum’s side, we are from Ilford in London and Hamilton in Glasgow over in
Scotland.”
• “I personally identify as a queer person.”
• “I, by technical definitions, would have a couple of disabilities. However, I don't identify with
them, and so I don't feel it's right for me to step up and say ‘I’m a disabled person as well,’ like,
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‘give me rights!’ when it's not useful, and, in some ways, that can be […] almost weaponised
when I’m in spaces, because […] I can pass off as not […] experiencing chronic pain [laughs], or
having experiences of mental distress that are fairly regular and ongoing.”
Lily
• “I never grew up connected to either my Māori or Pacific side, felt quite lost growing up while
experiencing a lot of racism, classist remarks from peers, ableist/homophobic slurs, and
intergenerational trauma.”
• “Currently putting in the mahi towards intergenerational healing in my whānau, imagining big
things, and slowly being enriched in my Indigenous roots daily. To be able to know how special it
means to be within multiple realms of existence as a Neurodivergent, Takatāpui Māori (Hearty
Ngāpuhi-nui-tonu), Tongan, who is a wavy skuxx tupuna with they/them pronouns.”
Tū-i-mauga-o-Atua Amy Jane Tielu
• “I am from the villages of Saoluafata, Sauano, Lalomanu, Lotofa‘agā, Saleaumua, Siumu, and
Lufilufi. That’s why we generally tend to simplify to Fagaloa because it’s just easier, and on my
mother’s side, I come from the island of Mindanao [in the Philippines].”
• “I also identify as a cis gender [...] woman, so my prono uns are she, her, I’m also pansexual. I
don’t mind if you use the language bisexual too because there is no global consensus on our
language, and I do know that some people use bisexual in the same way I use pan, [...] we
recognise two or more genders, rather than just two, the binary.”
• “I strongly identify as a Christian of Protestant faith. In New Zealand we worshipped with the
Presbyterians while, in Australia, we’re under the Uniting Church.”
• “I’m a coloured woman in STEM! […] I currently work as a business analyst at the Australian
National University.”
Mitiana Arbon
• “I am […] Samoan-Australian, it uses a hyphen because I feel very much shaped by the two
places, and when I talk about being Samoan, I very strongly identify not as a diaspora here, but
with my Samoan family in Savai‘i. […] I feel like I can see and speak into a context as a […] I
was gonna say as an unmarried and untitled person, but as a married but probably secretly in a
Samoan context [laughs] untitled man, who has never had like a real voice in like a village space
and in the family always been like a silent server or a witness to what was happening.”
• “I […] come from a place of quite a lot of privilege, my dad’s a schoolteacher, and was always
like push, push for education, and I’ve had the privilege of having been quite intimately placed in
educational situations.”
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• “I’m a gay Samoan.”
• “I am Methodist because I can sleep in for longer in Samoa, but technically, I think I would say I
was EFKS. But I suppose I’m quite agnostic in the way that I think.”
Fetūolemoana Teuila Tamapeau
• “I’m Samoan-Niuean.”
• “In Sāmoa I'm from Salimu i Fagaloa and Fagali'i. In Niuē, I'm from Makefu where you will find
the cave Avaiki. As a child I have lived in Vailele Sāmoa and Tamaki Makaurau. But have spent
most of my time growing up and living in Te Whanganui a Tara.”
• “They, she, ia.”

All of the people participating in the research were people with whom I have had previous
exchanges. Many are people whom I first met in community organisation, writing, and/or academic
contexts; some are people with whom I have only ever communicated via digital spheres. Because
every instance of initial meeting was in some way connected to university contexts, there are
particular class and educational biases that impact the research. I chose to only ask for the
contributions of people who are Pasifika and/or Pacific Indigenous, as well as disabled and/or
gendersexuality-divergent. This decision was made because of the gaping lack of Pacific Indigenous
perspectives in hegemonic climate discourse (Sherwood-O’Regan in Gibson, 2021). Within this
meagre presence, Pacific Indigenous perspectives are largely limited to those who are already the
recipients of multiple forms of privilege: such occurrences are in line with wider patterns of those
who form the “upper echelons” of any marginalised group being perceived as the normative
representative class (Hillary, 2014; Lugones, 2007). Because the knowledge held by participants is
subject to multiple forms of marginality, in order to offset some of these obstructions, none of the
talanoa with participants will be cited as personal communications: instead, these will be cited intext, with the addition of the letter “T” after “2021” within the brackets, and will be listed as sources
in the bibliography. The participants were approached directly by me, and asked whether they
would like to participate in the research: a brief summary of the research was discussed, with the
understanding that not being involved in the research would not adversely affect our relationships.
A number of topics were discussed with participants, including their genealogies, their opinions
about Pasifika climate activist arts, language, representation, critiques, and futures.
Participatory action research was not the methodology selected. However, in keeping with
the ethical commitments of su‘ifefiloi and talanoa, there were collaborations between the
participants and me as the researcher. Some of these engagements included altering the guiding
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questions for talanoa (Cama, 2021T), assessing the terminology used, instruction in how to better
perform talanoa (Selu, 2021T; Selu & Tamapeau, 2021T) reviewing and editing transcripts,
choosing names under which to be cited, and evaluating the ways in which they had been cited,
with corresponding adjustments being made. All of the talanoa were carried out via Zoom. This was
done for a number of reasons, including: COVID (coronavirus) travel restrictions; the automatic
transcript utility of Zoom; and resources required for transport saved. The ostensible reimbursement
processes for this research varied: participants could choose to receive money and/or art, the latter
also including instruction in how to make certain forms; as I write this, these reimbursements are
ongoing. The modifier “ostensible” is used because, in accordance with Pacific Indigenous
relational ethics, obligations are not terminated at the close of the research process. Instead, these
interactions belong to a much larger fabric of continuous exchanges across time-space: in
accordance with the tenets of talanoa, TāVāism, and su‘ifefiloi, the research is a way of
acknowledging the contributions of Pasifika intersectionally marginalised societies.
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3. Pasifika in New Zealand
This chapter focuses on how Pasifika people exist in New Zealand. I will first describe the ongoing
colonial nation state of New Zealand, and outline some of its major aspects, including coloniality,
white supremacy, and capitalism: these factors are necessary to explain because they inform the
dimensions and aims of PCA performance. Next, I will discuss Māori and Pasifika communities in
New Zealand. Sometimes homogenised, sometimes separated, there are numerous relational
complexities to explain. These will be described through comparison, unification, and
incommensurability. The following section will focus on how Pasifika communities of tauiwi
descent in New Zealand relate to Pacific Indigenous people and places in the wider Pacific region.
The hierarchies within Pasifika communities will be demarcated at the close of the chapter: this
provides a basis from which further analyses can be made of the hierarchies within Pasifika climate
activist music. Because of the extensive experience the research participants have with tauiwi life,
they will be directly quoted.

3.1 The Colonial Establishment of New Zealand
New Zealand is a nation state situated in the Pacific, specifically in what is now named “Polynesia.”
Despite its location in the Pacific, the hegemonic culture is Pākehā (white European settler)
(Aikman, 2019). Because of the predominance of Pākehā culture, and the violent means through
which this was established, New Zealand can be described as being in a state of coloniality. I will
begin by defining coloniality. Following this, I will explain the coloniality of New Zealand via
discussions of: governmental and economic systems, naming, and white supremacist hegemony.
These are all relevant to PCA performance contexts as these inform PCA performance, the
resources allocated to it, and its reception (Selu, 2021T).
Coloniality features in the works of many Indigenous and postcolonial scholars. Coloniality
is distinct from colonialism in that it is a global world order, and it sustains white supremacist
hierarchies—including those of race, class, gender, and further groupings—that extend beyond the
official processes of colonial administrations (Lugones, 2007; Lugones, 2010; Quijano, 2007). In
terms of its own ongoing histories—including the inequitable relationships that Pākehā colonial
centres of power have to Māori, Pasifika, and further tauiwi communities, as well as Pacific realm
states—New Zealand maintains the colonial features described in the previous sentences (Elers &
Jayan, 2020). Even with Treaty settlements between iwi and the Crown, coloniality endures
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(O’Sullivan, 2021). Another way in which coloniality manifests in New Zealand is through naming:
“New Zealand,” in contrast to names like “Aotearoa,” articulates Pākehā hegemony and political
systems over Tino Rangatiratanga (Māori self-determination) and political systems (Deguara, 2020;
Ngata, 2019; Mutu, 2019; Pihama & Cameron, 2012). It is for this reason that I have chosen to
locate PCA music in New Zealand as opposed to Aotearoa, as PCA performances primarily take
place in, and are in part directed towards, Pākehā political contexts. The Pacific region more widely
can also be understood as being in states of coloniality: this is evidenced by the numerous countries
in the Pacific that are currently not formally colonised, but which nonetheless maintain colonial
structures (Gordon, 2017; Tecun, 2019). The movement of people and politics from these nations in
and through New Zealand results in an intermeshing of colonial systems, which interact to reinforce
coloniality nationally and internationally.
White supremacy constitutes New Zealand’s foundations, and these manifest in economic,
health-related, and many further ways, including cisheteroperisexism and ableism. The results of
neoliberal capitalism and colonisation for Māori communities—and further racialised groups such
as Black and Pasifika communities—include economic disenfranchisement, falsehoods of
meritocracy, and health inequity (NZHRC, 2020; Tātoutātou, 2020; Vaeau, 2015). These are often
used to justify the racist, classist notion that Indigenous communities and communities that can not
or do not use opportunities to increase their financial capital and hegemonic societal value are fated
for and deserving of worse treatment and lesser status (Vaeau, 2015). The complex relationships
between Māori and tauiwi Pasifika communities are informed by current states of coloniality. These
complexities, which will be explained in the next section, have significant implications in how PCA
music advocates for (partial) Pacific Indigenous self-determination (Lily, 2021T; Selu, 2021T).

3.2 Māori and Pasifika
“Māori and Pasifika” is a phrase that is extensively employed. Māori and Pasifika communities are
often listed together and used as symbols of racialised communities in New Zealand (Pearson, n.d.).
The phrase has been used to convey mutual exclusion, homogenisation, and differentiation whilst
allowing for connectivity. In this section, I will explain how these terms have been used, then
discuss the results that comparison and unification yield in understanding Māori-Pasifika relations,
and will close by explaining why incommensurability is the most suitable framework. Because one
of the purported aims of PCA performance is to advocate for Pacific Indigenous sovereignty, which
includes Māori sovereignty, the complications of PCA musical sovereignty discourse are of interest:
these intricacies are informed by the following circumstances described here.
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The contemporary use of “Māori” was established in interactions with Pākehā colonialists to
refer to the Indigenous nations in the country; Pākehā encroachment also greatly altered Māori
political structures, changing the usage of numerous terms (Aikman, 2017; Moorsfield, 2011).
“Pasifika” was first used in governmental contexts to denote specifically New Zealand-born people
of tauiwi Pacific Islands—often Polynesian—descent, but its meaning has expanded to include
almost any person with tauiwi Pacific Islands ancestry (Airini et al., 2009; Pasifika Futures, 2017;
Selu, 2021T). The complications of “Pasifika” as a racialised demonym will be elaborated in 2.4,
and the consequences of these racial boundaries in PCA music will be explained in later chapters.
Most usages of the phrase “Māori and Pasifika” are indications of intercommunal
differences, and of the importance of making this distinction. Differentiations are made on the basis
of: relationships to land in New Zealand; positions in colonial-political structures; and internal
diversity. Tauiwi Pasifika people have reciprocal genealogical links to land elsewhere, but this
relationship, and the associated long histories of land dispossession and cultural-educational
suppression within New Zealand, is solely the domain of Māori (Aikman, 2019; Husband, 2016;
Vaeau, 2015). Although both “Māori” and “Pasifika” have inherent complexities, the chasms
embedded within “Pasifika”—largely because it covers wider expanses of land and ocean—often do
not allow for the same intercommunication that is possible between Māori polities (Pasifika
Futures, 2017). Prejudices against each other are a well-known occurrence within Māori and
Pasifika communities, and intercommunal differentiations can be the site of disputes about access to
money, representation, and opportunities (Meivisi, 2021T; Teaiwa & Mallon, 2005). In some
attempts to settle these disagreements, unifying approaches have been utilised.
Māori-Pasifika unification is a structure that has had a range of outcomes. As there are
entrenched occurrences of Māori and Pasifika prejudice against one another, so too are there
established histories of Māori-Pasifika solidarity (Dann, 2016; Herbs, 1983). Unifying methods can
rally large numbers and promote collaborative action on substantial issues: it could in many cases
be argued that, without this homogenising amalgamation, structural shifts would not occur (Kay et
al., 2021). Although this is the case, unification can also be used to gloss over differences and their
importance (Lily, 2021T). Both comparative and unifying frameworks are used in PCA performance
contexts: the implications of this will be discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6. The reductionism of
mutual exclusion is a critique that is often made of comparative approaches. However, this
oversimplification is arguably something that also occurs in the implementation of unification,
given its frequent framings as two mutually exclusive groups being added together (Salesa, 2017).
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As the drawbacks of comparative and unificatory approaches have been explained, the following
section will discuss incommensurability and its applications.
Incommensurability has largely been used in Turtle Island scholarship to describe how the
oppressions of Black and Native communities are different, and differ in such ways that render any
attempts to measure them against each other ineffective (Garcia, 2018; King et al., 2020; Lowe,
2015). Incommensurability has not been widely utilised in New Zealand, and it is to be noted also
that the oppressions of Māori, Native, Black, and Pasifika communities can not be equated either.
However, incommensurability is useful in understanding Māori-Pasifika relationships because it
allows for discussions of shared and divergent elements, whilst acknowledging that neither can be
judged by the other (Husband, 2016). As stated previously, although PCA performances take place
on Māori land, their primary connection is demonstrably with wider Pacific nations outside of New
Zealand; the heterogeneous differences in nuclear aftermath, land dispossession, environmental
catastrophe, colonial administrations, and further issues mean that both comparative and unificatory
approaches are often ineffective (Lily, 2021T). Incommensurability is thus the most fitting
framework through which to analyse this coexistence.

3.3 Pasifika and Pacific
An interesting aspect of Pasifika communities is that we are even considered Indigenous at all. As
demonstrated by work focused on Indigeneity in African and Latin American contexts, the
parameters of Indigeneity are often restrictive (Huarcaya, 2015; Maiangwa, 2017). However, the
Indigeneity of Pasifika communities is sustained through links with Pacific societies and New
Zealand contextual specifics, as will be explained shortly. In the following section, I will outline
these relationships through discussions of connection, cultural preservation, and climate crisis
support. All of these areas have various consequences for PCA music because of how discourses of
disconnection are refuted, how artistic “traditions” are framed, and the role that PCA music plays in
wider activist networks (Tamapeau et al., 2021T).
Because Pasifika people frequently live away from our ancestral lands, in urban centres, and
have varying engagements with culture, language, and attire, Pasifika communities would appear to
some as not meeting the standards of Indigeneity (Bell, 2017; Hernandez, 2021). However, one of
the reasons why Pasifika Indigeneity is a widely-accepted concept is because colonial illogics of
Indigeneity are primarily used to erase and eliminate (Edwards, 2019). It could, and has been
argued that the state-regulated expansiveness of Pasifika Indigeneity occurs because of being a
transnational minority population in an ongoing colonial state: when population numbers are
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smaller, and when struggles for land and sovereignty appear more distant, standards for Indigeneity
tend to be less restrictive because the goals of domination, erasure, and dispossession appear in part
to have been accomplished: restrictions on Indigenous—especially trans-Indigenous—communal
membership thus seem less necessary (Hernandez, 2021).
Pasifika communities are often framed as being “caught in-between.” Specifically, this
liminality often relates to being in the middle of “New Zealand” or Pākehā hegemonic culture and
Pacific cultures outside of New Zealand “in the Islands” (NZHRC, 2020). Narratives about
Pasifika-Pacific relations often centre around the maintenance of tradition and familial-locational
ties, with an emphasis on Pasifika disconnection from the Pacific (Siteine, 2010). This is especially
true of Pasifika youth, with further connotations being attached to this such as lack of linguistic and
cultural literacy, apathy towards Pacific Indigenous politics and history, and genealogical ignorance.
However, this is not true in all cases, as demonstrated by Meivisi: “I would say that a form of
activism has been our push as a family to encourage [...] working toward these initiatives in our
villages and in our homes, like rebuilding our traditional houses, and living in them when we go
back” (2021T). A distinct group of Pasifika youth return to their ancestral locales to rebuild after
climate crises, become well-versed in locational-cultural practices, and contribute money where
necessary (Arbon, 2021T; Cama, 2021T; Meivisi, 2021T; Tielu, 2021T). As previously mentioned,
reciprocal connections and flows of labour can in part be understood through TāVāist frameworks
(Refiti, 2014). In current capitalist networks, Pacific economies increasingly rely on remittances
from Pacific transnational communities (Brown, 1994). This occurrence has also led to a
diminishment in Indigenous cultivation and craft practices (Meivisi, 2021T). PCA music is
entangled in these contexts, being influenced by the accessibility of materials and items, and
advocating for increased support for frontline communities (Tahana, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020;
Wright, 2021T).
Tradition and its sustenance are often talked of as connectors between Pasifika and wider
(i.e., outside of New Zealand) Pacific communities (Airini et al., 2009). However, it is also a
divergence. Contrary to claims that tradition and configurations thereof do or should remain
uniform in all Pacific societal contexts, there are differences in the ways these processes are carried
out (Tui Atua, 2018; Wendt, 1976). In Pasifika communities, what is codified as tradition and
authentic cultural practice can become more inflexible and exacting than what occurs in the Islands
(Cama, 2021; Glint, 2021T; Tecun, 2019). During my brief membership in a Samoan university
students’ association, the mood of one meeting was shifted by a Samoan-born NZAID scholarship
student’s comment: they remarked that the musical performances and practices we did were not as
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common in Samoa, and that many people did not learn them because living in Samoa was enough to
qualify their Samoanness. This is significant for PCA performance because much of its repertoire is
coded as continued Pacific cultural identity upkeep and, contentiously, as “traditional” (Mallon,
2010). These constructions of temporal fixity will be discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6. In PCA
performance, Pacific communities within the Pacific region, outside of Australia and New Zealand,
are often referred to as the frontlines of climate change (Lyons, 2019). Conversely, I refer to
Pasifika communities as the sidelines. These distinctions will be explicated in Chapter 6.

3.4 100% Polyhegemonix & Others
The complexities of Pasifika communities have been hinted at prior. Previously in this chapter, I
outlined the relationships between Māori and Pasifika communities, the cultural negotiations that
take place between Pacific and Pasifika contexts, and the consequences of these complexities for
PCA performance. In the next chapter, the implications of Pasifika communal hierarchies in PCA
performance will be elaborated. However, this section will focus on the hierarchies themselves that
exist within Pasifika communities, as influenced by wider structures of coloniality. In talanoa with
participants, I found that these hierarchies persist in Pasifika activist contexts; in accordance with
many statements made during these talanoa, I argue that these hegemonic structures undermine the
purported restorative aims of Indigenous decolonisation (Tamapeau et al., 2021T). An overview of
Pasifika hegemonies will be provided, including hierarchies of race, ethnicity, genealogy,
generation, nationality, class, legality, ideology, language, education, culture, dis/ability, and
gendersexuality. To briefly explain the section title: “100%” refers to blood quantum; “hegemonix”
is used to describe the concentrations of multiple hegemonic positions, and because “x” can be used
to mark error, negation, the unknown, and variability, which are relevant to contexts in which
hierarchies are context-dependent (Tuimaleali‘ifano, 2020); “others” has been chosen to refer to the
people that are Othered across multiple axes of existence (Ahmed, 2006; Crenshaw, 1989).
Colonial framings of the Pacific often divide the region up into three subregions:
Micronesia, Melanesia, and Polynesia (Kabutaulaka, 2015). Polynesians, unlike Melanesians and
Micronesians, have an established history of being raced as close to whiteness (Arvin, 2019;
Romano, 2019; Teaiwa et al., 2017). Within Polynesian dominance, largely a result of New
Zealand’s colonial exploits, Samoans are the most populous and well-represented of all Pasifika
ethnicities and nations: this dominance often skews perceptions of what Pasifika and Pacific
communities are (Arbon, 2021T; Manalagi, n.d.; Pasifika Futures, 2017; Tamapeau, 2021T;
Thomsen, 2020; Tielu, 2021T). Because of this, non-black brown racialisation is the norm, often
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tending towards lighter complexions (Tahana, 2019). The phrase “Pasifika climate activist music” is
used because not all Pasifika people involved in these events are tauiwi, but the result of colonial
and communal anti-Māori ideologies is that Māori-Pasifika experiences and perspectives are often
not foregrounded (Lily, 2021T; Vaka‘uta, 2021). Colonial beauty standards, healthism, and lookism
also mean that, although certain degrees of fatness and ranges of body size and type are accepted in
Pasifika communities, there are certain points that are deemed unsuitable to cross, and preferences
continue to tend towards thinner, more toned bodies (Latu, 2020; Teevale, 2011). Also due to
colonial impositions on genealogical ontologies (Cama, 2021T), blood quantum ideologies
frequently feature in Pacific communities, measuring out quantities of Indigeneity in blood,
including in music (Edwards, 2019; Veikoso et al., 2020). Essentialist and anti-essentialist
frameworks are applied to Pasifika identity. Opinions about these are complex, with essentialism
being used to prevent colonial epistemic impositions and afford belonging and authenticity solely to
“full-blood” and “traditionally” knowledgeable people, and anti-essentialism being used both to
break from colonised Indigeneity and re-privilege wealthy and white-proximal Pasifika people
(MYD, 2018; Sankar et al., 2020).
As previously detailed, although there is a Pasifika working class majority, there is also a
distinct Pasifika upper and middle-class population, who hold significant amounts of power in
Pasifika contexts (Tamapeau & Selu, 2021T; Wendt Samu, 2013). As well as these communities,
there are also Pasifika people who are enslaved in New Zealand, and who are undocumented and
not recognised as legal citizens (Bradley & Farao, 2020; Enoka, 2019; Roy, 2016). Because of
perceptions of legality, population sizes, and further reasons, “New Zealand-born” accents make up
the majority of Pasifika representation (The Spinoff, 2020).
Pasifika communities are largely Christian (NZHRC, 2020). Although there are many forms
of Christianity, hegemonic forms of Christianity perpetuate cisheteroperisexism and ableism
(Acevedo, 2020; Sider, 2018; Teaiwa, 2014). The politics of Pasifika communities are complex but
voting numbers generally incline towards Labour centrist endorsement (Cama, 2020). This is
inflected by working class and Christian hegemonic priorities (Salesa, 2017). Knowledge and the
practice of Pacific Indigenous languages and cultures are usually taught in environments
characterised by hegemonic Christianity, which can bar Pasifiqueeredisabled people from this
education (Meivisi, 2021T). This knowledge, sometimes inaccessible for Pasifika communities, is
highly valued, and can be used to reinforce blood quantum logics of identity through assumptions
about blood quantity-knowledge quantity correlations (Veikoso et al., 2020).
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Although intergenerational hierarchies are generally maintained in Pasifika contexts,
Pasifika youth make up the majority of media representation, particularly in PCA performance
(Tahana, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020). Social media is used intergenerationally and widely throughout
Pasifika communities, but even with these usages, multiply marginalised communities and the
perspectives thereof remain multiply marginalised: reasons for this include external and internalised
discrimination, social-epistemic separations, and the dangers associated with being on amplified
platforms as marginalised people (Niu FM, n.d.; Meivisi, 2021T; Tamapeau & Selu, 2021T).
Although activism tends to attract multiply marginalised people, similar arrangements apply in
these contexts as well. In suggestions for talanoa restructuring, Cama asks:

What do your participants think can get lost in the narrative when our activism is so
straight… cis…. abled… et cetera, et cetera, et cetera, like bitches that went to fuckin Vic
uni, like what is missing when that’s all our conversation, that’s all who’s in the fuckin
room. (Cama, 2021T)

This quote conveys many of the hegemonic structures previously discussed, as well as the
monotony and frequent concurrence of these privileges. As previously mentioned, ableism and
cisheteroperisexism are frequent fixtures. This means that colonial structures of CHEP male
hegemonic masculinity and CHEP female hegemonic femininity are encouraged and rewarded, with
all further gendersexuality and dis/ability expressions and identities being punished and diminished
(Brown, 2020; The Spinoff, 2020). Because of Cartesian dualist racism (entailing a distinct
separation between ignorant, irrational races of the body and intelligent, rational races of the mind),
Pasifika people are often stereotyped as physically strong, artistically talented, and intensely
sociable and entertaining—as is refuted by Mikaele Maiava in the 2015 documentary Black Hole
with the statement: “We are not here for your entertainment”—regularly following colonial binarist
gender roles (Arbon, 2021T; Cama, 2021T; Glint, 2021T; Lane, 2000; Lily, 2021T; Pereira, 2015).
PCA performance is entangled with these stereotypes, and because it is largely designed to attract as
many people as possible, it mostly conforms to colonial palatability and respectability politics
(Cama, 2021T). These ideas will be discussed further in the next chapters.
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4. Pasifika Climate Activist Music
Pasifika activist music is varied, but there are particular principles that govern the overall structure.
This chapter will first outline the area of Pasifika music more widely, and then concentrate on
Pasifika climate activist music and performance. First, the genres, ideologies, and elements that
comprise Pasifika music will be discussed. Then the contents of PCA performance will be covered.
PCA music largely consists of Pacific music that is narrated as being “traditional,” such as hymns,
Pacific Indigenous “action songs” (music that involves simultaneous dance and song) and “praise
songs” (sung ensemble music that celebrates particular areas and/or people). Through these,
particular versions of Indigeneity are conveyed. Subsequently, the main groupings of PCA music
will be described. PCA music is largely made up of demonstration music, background music, and
‘afa music. The features of demonstration music include distinct and prominent articulations of
Pacific culture in order to occupy public space. The main purpose of background music is to
support PCA declarations. ‘Afa music is simultaneously expansive and scattered: its main role is to
cultivate communal links.

4.1 Pasifika Music
Although Pasifika music can be defined in many ways, in this thesis I define Pasifika music as
music made by Pasifika people, and music that has a Pasifika audience. The following section will
give an overview of Pasifika music, briefly discuss its contexts, including familial and festival
settings, and then focus on the specific Pacific musics that characterise official PCA contexts.
Pasifika music includes a range of genres. This includes but is not limited to metal, punk,
hip hop, RnB, hymns, country, drill, reggae, opera, Indigenous chant, and further categories; these
genres, in turn, utilise a range of languages, including Pacific Indigenous ones (Aranck Project,
2019; BeaFotoStudio, 2018; Brown Boy Magik, 2020; Hansell & Talamahina, 2020; Mailata et al.,
1969; Mr Cowboy, 2019; Noisey Staff, 2017; Perich, 2019; Princess Nokia, 2016; 66Records, 2018;
SOL3 MIO, 2014; Tecun, 2019; Tree, 2020). Many Pasifika music genres have African American
origins (Teaiwa et al., 2017; Zemke & Mackley-Crump, 2019); the reasons for this, however, will
not be able to be analysed in this thesis. Themes discussed through these musics are place,
community, identity, and relationships to power and knowledge (Homolja, 2019; Zemke &
Mackley-Crump, 2019). Although Pasifika music exists in many settings such as family and sport
events, two of the most prominent environments are churches and Polyfest, the annual Auckland
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Pasifika and Māori secondary school performance festival (Mackley-Crump, 2012). Versions of
Pacific Indigeneity are reconstructed and contested in these spaces through musical alterations,
genre selection, and arrangements of performers in time-space (Homolja, 2019). Because of the
connections between cultural hierarchies and artistic expression, many Polyhegemonic structures
such as cisheteroperisexism and blood quantum are also present in these musical contexts
(Williams, 2018). Much of the music that is present in church and Polyfest environments is
repurposed in Pasifika climate activist performance (Al Jazeera, 2014; Cama, 2021T; The Spinoff,
2020). As will be discussed in the following section, the main causes of this occurrence are
hegemonic cultural standards, homogenisation, and assumptions about convenience.

4.2 Pasifika Climate Activist Music
Pasifika climate activism falls into three main brackets: demonstration music, background music,
and ‘afa music. These categories have been developed from reviews of literature, participants’
reflections, and my experiences in PCA performance (Steiner, 2015; Tamapeau et al., 2021T).
Demonstration music is often what people first imagine when the phrase “Pasifika climate activist
music” is mentioned: it is the music used in organised climate demonstrations, often occurring as
part of wider public events such as marches and performances outside Parliament (Rovoi, 2020; 350
Pacific, 2018; 350 Pacific, 2019b). Background music tends to be used in promotional videos, as
well as during workshops and event preparation sessions, to amplify messages and welcome
audiences (Fusion, 2017; 350 Pacific Wellington, 2019). ‘Afa music is by far the widest category:
this constitutes the music used, often by Pasifika multiply marginalised communities, to transform
and affirm relationships to people, pasts, ethics, and further time-space entities (Tamapeau et al.,
2021T). Because of the highly fluctuant nature of ‘afa music, it has a liminal position in the PCA
music category. When referring to “PCA music,” I am usually referring more particularly to
demonstration music because of its prominence. This section will further describe the three
categories’ attributes.
Demonstration music is a select display of Pacific Indigeneity, Pasifika cultures, and
Pasifika resistance (Tamapeau et al., 2021T). Because of its prominent position, it is readily used as
a symbol of Pasifika identity (Tahana, 2019). It tends to include Pacific hymnody, “traditional”
music such as vi‘i (praise songs, not necessarily having Christian lyrical content), and chants
(Rovoi, 2020; 350 Pacific, 2019b). Tradition is a highly contested area of Pasifika culture, and
continued debates about what constitutes tradition attest to this (Raymond, 2019; Wendt, 1976).
However, what constitutes hegemonic tradition in Pasifika communities is often distinctly Christian,
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and frequently enacted in such a way as to be to the detriment of further religions and ideologies
(Homolja, 2019; NZHRC, 2020; November, 2011; Williams, 2018). These complications will be
examined in subsequent chapters. As discussed in 1.2, music is not solely the organisation of sound
into communicative patterns: instead, it involves choreography, percussion, placements of bodies in
time and space, adornment and further visual amplification, oratory, and the fusion of multiple art
forms (Robinson, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020). Much of this music is part of the fabric of its
performers’ lives, having learned items in various familial and communal contexts (Meivisi, 2021T;
Tielu, 2021T). As mentioned in 4.1, the music used in churches and Polyfest tend to feature heavily
in demonstration music. There are several reasons for this phenomenon: churches and Polyfest are
both used and narrated as centres of (hegemonic) Pacific Indigenous identity (NZHRC, 2020;
Williams, 2018). Because of their wide reach, it is often assumed that their repertoires are known by
“all” (Cama, 2021T). In events and activism, performative presentations of tauiwi Pacific
Indigenous identity are sometimes used to communicate cultural distinction from both Pākehā and
Māori. In these instances, the performance styles that are hegemonically perceived as embodying
Pacific Indigenous unity are often employed (The Spinoff, 2020).
Some standards of Pacific Indigeneity are contested through the adaptation of cultural forms
outside of their countries of origin (Homolja, 2019). However, in many ways, PCA demonstration
performances maintain Pacific Indigenous hegemonic exclusions: as previously discussed in 3.4,
Pasifika contexts often make use of colonial binarist gendering, a feature of many PCA musical
configurations (Steiner, 2015). In terms of locating the performances in national and ethnic
genealogies, the music and dance used are largely Samoan and Tokelauan, including siva (Samoan
dance), Samoan hymns, and fatele (Tokelauan action songs) (Cama, 2021T; Tahana, 2019; 350
Pacific, 2018). Polynesian dominance in New Zealand has been explained in 3.4, but further
potential reasons for this in PCA music will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. A further aspect of
PCA demonstration music is its organisation, including decisions about repertoire, rehearsals,
staging, and designations of who is a performer. This lies in contrast to many Pasifika community
events, in which performances often are more spontaneous (‘Atenisi Alumni, 2010; Half Queen,
2021). Certain forms of PCA demonstration music can be more flexible: at one demonstration I
attended in 2019, which involved singing various Māori waiata (songs), at some points, the
organisers turned to each other to briefly confer about which would be used next. There were no
rehearsals for this event. Thus, although it is possible for demonstration music to not be as rigid, the
hegemonic PCA demonstration music I analyse here is not characterised by impromptu adaptability.
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It is usual for background music to have no lyrical content. Instead, it usually utilises
percussion and harmonies, with little-to-no melodic matter (Fusion, 2017; The Spinoff, 2020; 350
Pacific Wellington, 2019). Its main purpose is auxiliary: to complement messages and augment
emotional responses, directing the audience’s attention towards the verbal content. Background
music incorporates a range of styles, sometimes conveying a generalised Pacific Indigenous identity
through percussion, vocal interjections, and visuals (350 Pacific Wellington, 2019). One of its
characteristic features is vagueness about which specific cultures it incorporates: potentially, this is
to facilitate appealing to wider audiences, a notion that will be discussed further in Chapter 6 (The
Spinoff, 2020).
‘Afa music is, in some ways, an inversion of demonstration music. It includes all of the
genres mentioned in 4.1 and more (Tamapeau et al., 2021T). Although Pasifika identity symbols
exist throughout ‘afa music, these are far less constrained than in authorised PCA musical contexts.
I claim that this variability is possible partially because it does not have the same public presence as
demonstration or background music: it is more subterranean (or submarine). It manifests in Spotify
playlists, the backdrops of work and social gatherings, and in the memories, associations, and
identity construction of Pasifiqueeredisabled people, amongst further contexts (Tamapeau et al.,
2021T). The grouping of ‘afa music as part of PCA music can be debated, given the mutable
boundaries of both musical categories. However, its defining feature of sustaining, changing, and
effecting activism and activist performance is clear (Arbon, 2021T; Glint, 2021T; Meivisi, 2021T;
Talamahina, 2021T). Having now outlined the main components of PCA music, its contents and
consequences will now be discussed in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 through warriorhood, universality, and
binarism frameworks.
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5. Warriorhood: Resistance, Collectivity, and Dissent
5.0 Who Is “The Warrior?”: A Sketch
The warrior wears his culture with pride. He acknowledges his ancestors, who are with him always,
and toils to ensure the survival of his people, his country, his language.
The warrior knows these lands well, the same ones his family has kept for generations: the warrior
may leave, but he always comes back. The warrior keeps his genealogy pure, knows the importance
of blood and culture. The warrior is fearful of the Lord and abides by His laws.
The warrior’s body is a prized thing, strength cultivated through years of serving his elders.
The warrior leads his people: he trusts the path that has been laid out for him, knows that
true wisdom comes from the generations above. He fights the good fight.
The warrior cares for her people: she nurtures their traditions, teaches their laws, learns their
histories, keeps a map of their genealogies like a furled flag in her head. The warrior has a servant
heart that beats inside her brown-skinned body: faith radiates out and down, deep into the digital
soil. The warrior serves her family well: she is an obedient daughter, a dutiful sister, a dedicated
wife, and a devoted mother. The warrior prays for her people, that their suffering might be eased,
that they might find consolation. (The warrior has not seen her family for months… years… )

The warrior speaks at the rally to thousands. Merciless is the warrior. Merciful is the warrior. The
pride of his community. The warrior has never seen combat.
The warrior is a talented orator. She travels, educating, providing, collaborating. The warrior is the
epitome of graceful service, fighting injustice wherever she walks - trapped in an endless web of
campaigns - looped over itself forever - the rhythms repeat themselves in her mind for all time
The warrior is a good friend: we know him well. We see his face, hear his voice. Everywhere.
The warrior questions her faith. The naming of things.
The warrior lives for the cause. The warrior dies for the cause. The warrior is born again in battle.
Fights for the weak. Carries all, does all, and never breaks.
The warriors s, theyThe warrior, they
is are self-sacrificing
self
less
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The image of the warrior is prominent both in Pacific activism generally and in Pasifika climate
activism specifically. The previous poem outlines numerous concepts associated with warrior
imagery in PCA spaces (Tamapeau et al., 2021T). Embedded in this trope are notions of: genealogy,
cultural preservation, race, and appearance (Teaiwa et al., 2017); religious faith and moral law
(Nakhid et al., 2020); gender roles (Erai, 2011); knowledge and ability (Brown, 2020; ThompsonBrowne, 2021); relationships to land (Tahana, 2019); the increasing use of social media in activism
(Titifanue et al., 2016); metaphors and actualities of combat (Tagicakibau, 2018); and selective
representation, obligations, and leadership (Tengan, 2018). As will be explained in the following
chapter, warriorhood imagery in PCA music is linked to a number of gendersexuality, race, class,
and ability problematics: these often work to perpetuate colonial models of community and
morality. As will be explained later in this chapter, embedded in the versions of warriorhood used in
PCA performance are the Polyhegemonix previously discussed in 3.4.
This chapter will describe how warriorhood, weaponry, and conflict rhetoric inflect PCA
music. In this section, the wider resonances of warriorhood and militarism in the Pacific will be
outlined in order to illuminate the Indigenous and colonial contexts through which PCA
performances are executed. This section will also introduce the four main realms into which I have
sorted PCA performance aspects, and which each have a dedicated section in this chapter: the spear,
the shield, mobilisation, and the battleground. First, the symbol of the spear will be used to analyse
PCA music’s capacities for occupying time-space, as well as Polyhegemonic masculinity and
racialised respectability politics in PCA music. Next, the sign of the shield will be employed to
examine the protective mechanisms and concealments of divergent experiences formed through
PCA music. Through a mobilisation framework, how PCA performance presents a homogenised
Polyhegemonic image of Pasifika communities will be examined. This presentation has pronounced
implications in terms of what and who is permissible in PCA and wider Pacific contexts. Analysing
PCA music as a battleground will reveal how various factions compete for representation, meaning,
and power in PCA music. Through these analyses, I argue that the hegemonic PCA performance
authorities’ refusal to engage with the intersectionalities of climate justice undermines the purported
aims of Pasifika climate activism, and Pacific Indigenous climate justice more widely. PCA
performance thus continues colonial cycles of cisheteroperisexism and ableism not just because of
ignorance but an unwillingness to alter current methods (Cama, 2021T; see also Dalal, 2021).
Combat imagery has two primary intertwined genealogies in Pacific contexts. The first is
found in Pacific Indigenous practices and stories of armed conflict, which include genealogical
narratives, Pacific Indigenous power structures, strategy, strength, and healing (Anae, 2020;
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Taulapapa McMullin, 2019; Teaiwa, 2005; Teaiwa, 2014). The second is colonial and imperial
militarism, manifest in slavery, land seizure, occupation, gunboats, nuclear testing and its aftermath,
murder, rape, torture, disease, and genocide (Aguon, 2008; Enomoto, 2020; Jetn̄ il-Kijiner, 2011a;
Macleod & Moiwend, 2014; Manuireva, 2021; Pouesi, 2017; Tamasese et al., 2020; Taulapapa
McMullin, 2015; Teaiwa, 2014; Te Vaka, n.d.; Togo-Brisby, 2020). Although these lineages have
been presented in a dyadic fashion here, the idea that they are mutually exclusive and unrelated is
false. Pacific Indigenous war traditions have been influenced by western colonial norms: one of the
most prominent demonstrations of this can be located in the notion that warriorhood and
masculinity are correlative, and that warriorhood and femininity are incompatible (Field, n.d.; Glint,
2021T; Teaiwa, 2005). Partially as a result of these same colonial and imperial processes, many
Pacific Indigenous people are members of colonial and imperial nation-state militaries (Ramirez,
2021); many of these instances draw from and feed into the Cartesian dualist racism.
Representations of warriorhood are found throughout PCA performance. Primarily, this is
through languaging, which informs how the music is conceptualised and perceived by the
performers and the audience. Two of the most prominent instances of this are through the names of
organisations, and references to warriorhood and combat in chant (Pacific Climate Warriors, 2015;
350 Pacific, 2019b). Further, perhaps more subtle manifestations involve the endorsement and
safeguarding of Pacific Indigenous “traditions,” often through Christian hegemonic lenses, implicit
communications of anti-black racism, and expressing various affective positions in relation to that
which requires destruction, and that which requires protection (Ahmed, 2014; Arbon, 2021T, Cama,
2021T; Wright, 2021T).

5.1 Music as Spear
Spears have been connected to hunting, fishing, warfare, colonial racist images of Indigenous
people, masculinity, and muscularity (Barker, 2020). In this section, I use the spear as a way of
analysing how PCA music is used to occupy time-space, uphold Polyhegemonic masculinity, and
convey “respectfully assertive” images of Pasifika people to wider audiences. PCA music is used to
distinguish Pasifika and Pacific Indigenous communities in wider Pākehā hegemonic climate
discourse, as well as present New Zealand as a Pākehā place to be occupied. Images of warriors as
CHEP male hegemonically masculine people are established tropes in collective consciousness;
although this trope is somewhat subverted through CHEP female hegemonically feminine people as
warriors, I argue that this does little to overturn the wider oppressive frameworks of
cisheteroperisexism and ableism. As discussed in 3.4, Pasifika communities are largely presented as
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comprising non-black and non-Micronesian Polynesian people. Although warriorhood is, in part, a
form of assertive dissent, I argue that the potentials for being perceived as hostile and dangerous are
largely countered by the mediation of PCA music through white-proximal and enabled frameworks.

5.1.1 Piercing White Time-Space
One aspect of the spear is that it can be used to assert power. Weaponry more widely declare
authority through their abilities to puncture and rupture, and to attract attention (Sankar et al., 2020;
Teaiwa, 2005). PCA performance carries out similar functions through the use of colourful clothing,
assemblies of people, amplified performances, and the presentation of Pacific Indigenous languages
and genealogies (Tielu, 2021T; Wright, 2021T). PCA music is often used to pierce public
consciousness, and interrupt mainstream narratives of powerlessness and acquiescence to climate
injustice. In these circumstances of structural inequity, the presence of epistemic violence can be
inferred through differences between two prevalent climate activist chants (Dotson, 2011).
One prominent PCA chant is: “We are not drowning! We are fighting!” (350 Pacific, 2019b).
As evidenced through this chant, one function of PCA music is to repeatedly remind the oftenPākehā public of Pacific Indigenous people’s continued existence and cultural survival (Kay et al.,
2021). Climate change is often narrated in Pākehā climate discourse as imminent and urgent, but
this construction still locates climate change as being “in the future,” as demonstrated in the
Pākehā-led chant: “Whose future? Our future!” (Kay et al., 2021). The former chant is made up of
two declarative sentences, both statements about Pacific people’s positions and actions, and which
can be read as efforts towards establishing Pacific existence and resistance in white spaces,
particularly in response to characterisations of the Pacific in hegemonic media as powerlessly and
resignedly undergoing climate injustice (Pasley, 2020). The latter comprises a question and a
declaration: the question implies that there is an audience that will pay attention to the query, and
the declaration is an act of ownership. Although both chants use first-person plural pronouns, in the
second chant they are markedly possessive, which can be read as a continuity of colonial
entitlement over time-space (Moreton-Robinson & Nicoll, 2006). PCA performance refutes this
possession by continuing to relate the current harms of climate injustice through statements and
speeches, pushing the present realities of Pacific Indigenous cultures, languages, and people into the
Pākehā-dominated New Zealand climate activist sphere. However, as previously related, PCA
performance is not solely an oppressed discourse against an oppressive discourse.
Somewhat paradoxically, in the display of marginality, privileges are also revealed. These
largely take the forms of economic, legal, and representational power. As previously discussed,
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Pasifika people in New Zealand are more likely to be working in low-paid, precarious work, and are
more likely to have to leave school and university in order to support family members (Fepulea‘iTapua‘i in Langstone, 2020). There are also many Pacific people in New Zealand—commonly not
categorised as Pasifika because “Pasifika” implies legal citizenship and documentation—who are
RSE labourers, and Pacific people who live far from the urban centres in which PCA music is
performed and recorded (Enoka, 2019). In addition to this, although many forms of Indigenous
climate activism in Latin American and further contexts that are deeply, fatally dangerous, it is
notable that the PCA performances analysed here do not carry with them the same degree of risk:
this is partially due to governmental, demographic, and historical dissimilarities that can not be
expounded in the space given here (Godin, 2020; Meivisi, 2021T; Steiner, 2015; Surana, 2016).
Although PCA music is often positioned solely in relation to the white accounts of reality it
opposes, one of the results of this placement is that Māori—and wider Indigenous—discourses of
climate injustice are overlooked and undermined (Glint, 2021T; Tahana, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020).
This contributes to the diminishment of Māori representation and agency in climate justice work,
and also to the idea that only colonial hegemonic centres of power are worth engaging with in the
development of coalitions and alliances (350 Aotearoa, 2018). These notions of selective solidarity
will be elaborated in Chapter 6. Thus, multiple forms of privilege are demonstrated in being
recognised as Pasifika and Indigenous, maintaining an agentic position in New Zealand climate
action domains, and in even being able to participate in PCA performance (Cama, 2021T; Fepulea‘iTapua‘i in Langstone, 2020).

5.1.2 Polyhegemonic masculinity
Spears as phallic symbols are an established trope (Ortu, 2020). Thus, Polyhegemonic CHEP male
masculinity, or simply Polyhegemonic masculinity, is also prevalent in the employment of spear
imagery. Through this symbol, I will analyse this particular concentration of privileges and their
consequences in PCA performance. Māori and Pasifika communities often acknowledge forms of
female leadership in ways that Pākehā communities traditionally do not (Freshwater et al., 2019).
However, because of the current embeddedness of colonial cisheteroperisexist-ableist patriarchy in
Pasifika communities, CHEP male leadership continues to take precedence (Arbon, 2021T; Meivisi,
2021T). There are a number of problematics that occur because of this, as described here:
So to always frame things as warrior […] it plays into all these tropes about savages and the Pacific
and hyper-masculinity, and so there’s […] these gendered elements, then woven into the language of
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warrior […] And then often dressing up as warriors themselves to like “fight” but not thinking about
other issues like gender-related violence. And then weaponising it for climate change, but then, I feel
like it, in some ways, undermines it a little. But they’re very much in that kind of “empowerment.”
But then. I don’t know. I think it’s very, very problematic in many different ways. And, yeah, [it]
underplays some of those other ideas, the fact that queer communities and women are going to be
some of the most vulnerable people towards climate change, and I’m using “vulnerable”
problematically talking about often they’re the first people expected when it comes to violence. And
so, then, using the language of warrior that’s coded masculine, and then using it in this like climate
change discourse […] it’s, it’s very messy […] (Arbon, 2021T)

As the previous statement explains, Polyhegemonic masculine renderings of warriorhood in PCA
performance work to erase accounts of gendersexuality violence in Pacific communities: this occurs
through veneers of liberation that veil internal hierarchies and abuses of power (Arbon, 2021T;
Fruean, 2020; see also Mau, 2021). Further dimensions here include the roles of ableism and
classism in the construction of Polyhegemonic masculinity: class and ability privileges are required
to embody this form of masculinity in order to preserve perceptions of eloquence, authority, and
magnetism (Kay et al., 2021; Teaiwa, 2014; The Spinoff, 2020). I add that, because of these
requirements, Polyhegemonic masculine leadership also contributes to smothering histories of
ableist and classist violence in climate injustice (Benibo & briond, 2019; DIVA, 2019; Dwyer &
Woolf, 2018; Kay et al., 2021; Sherwood-O’Regan, 2020) There are sometimes claims that
Polyhegemonic masculinity can be positive: it can be used for ends that benefit and emancipate the
collective, as alluded to in the quote above (Arbon, 2021T). But the performance of “good”
masculinity, contrary to claims that it can assist in ending patriarchal violence, in actuality adds to
cisheteroperisexist violence because of how it can obstruct non-Polyhegemonic testimonies and
analyses of oppression (Benibo & briond, 2019).
CHEP female leadership in PCA performances are established (Amnesty, 2019; Fruean,
2020; Tahana, 2019). This state of events can be described both as Pacific Indigenous paradigms
persisting, and oppressive paradigms—in this case, those of colonial gender hierarchies—“opening
up” (Ahmed, 2014). These processes could be considered cause for celebration (Field, n.d.).
However, there are a number of issues with this. In PCA performance contexts, the primary forms
of female and feminine leadership, those that are accepted and rewarded, are via CHEP female
“feminine” (in the conventionalised sense) girls and women; as previously mentioned in 3.4, lighter
complexions, smaller body types, and enabledness are privileged (Fruean, 2020; Tahana, 2019; The
Spinoff, 2020). Thus, leadership is still predicated on gendered and abled presentations that
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conform to colonial models of gendersex, beauty, and the associated social etiquette and skills
(Glint, 2021T). As is set out by these strictures, both CHEP male masculine leadership and CHEP
female feminine leadership generally preclude anyone outside of these communities from assuming
authority within these models. Although it is possible that there are Pasifiqueeredisabled people in
positions of power in PCA performance contexts, the absence of explicit references to this are
noticeable (Lily, 2021T). CHEP feminine females are positioned in a somewhat contradictory
manner in Pasifika hierarchies: although they are discriminated against on the basis of gender, they
do not face disability or gendersexuality-divergence discrimination. Liminal positions in oppressive
meshes can result in alignments with the oppressor as opposed to the oppressed, and thus, actions
often become motivated by drives to uphold hegemonic structures rather than attempts to
collectively liberate (Lorde, 1979/1981). Therefore, although the presence of Pasifika CHEP
feminine female leadership could be considered a victory of sorts, it means very little for
Pasifiqueeredisabled communities in terms of greater agency, representation, or epistemic authority
(Dominey-Howes et al., 2014; Gender in Humanitarian Action, 2017).

5.1.3 Polite Protest
As has been discussed, a number of hegemonic structures are embedded in PCA music. This has a
number of repercussions that can interfere with PCA performance’s positioning as an assertive
voice for marginalised empowerment. Because of the racialisation and criminalisation of Pasifika
people in New Zealand, the white-proximal racialisation of non-black Polynesians, and the
dominant political attitudes in PCA music, a number of further steps are taken to cushion this
oppositional stance.
The two primary Pasifika cultures that appear in PCA performance are those of Tokelau and
Samoa (Pacific Climate Warriors, 2018; Tahana, 2019). Both nations are racialised as non-black
brown Polynesian: the ways in which brown communities are not subject to the same racism as
black communities, and the ways in which brown communities perpetuate anti-black racism have
been examined by a number of scholars and activists (Arvin, 2019; Tātoutātou, 2020; Taleni, 2020).
In addition to these frequent features of Polynesian culture, there are a number of further interesting
aspects to detail. These include: maintaining good relations with Pākehā climate organisations,
utilising neither riot tactics nor armed direct action, and presenting comparatively non-aggressive
rhetoric through enabled, conventionalised styles of communication (Fagaiava-Muller, 2021b; The
Spinoff, 2020). Similar sentiments are also conveyed through repertoire selections, including songs
in major keys, choreography with fairly contained movements, and clearcut parameters in terms of
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the time-space allocated to performance items, as well as with respect to performer-audience
distinctions (The Spinoff, 2020). Although there can be weapons present, such as the nifo‘oti (cane
knife), they are largely employed in celebratory-ceremonial roles, and thus their further, more
bellicose potentials are truncated in PCA performance (Tahana, 2019; Te Papa, n.d.)
Through these choices, I argue that PCA performance seeks to distance itself from Cartesian
dualist racism, Black climate activism and communities more widely, and ultimately, Blackness
(Godfrey, 2020). My analyses are not intended to describe siva and fatele as being designed
specifically to cater to white approval. However, that they are used in PCA music in the marked
absence of haka, meke, and further Pacific Indigenous performance forms, is significant (Cama,
2021T; The Spinoff, 2020). As a compounding facet of this discrimination, I also argue that these
respectability politics are predicated on classism and ableism: recognising acts of articulation as
clear, calm, and polite as often reliant on communication that is read as the functioning of classprivileged, enabled bodyminds only (Kay et al., 2021; Sins Invalid, 2019; see also Dotson, 2011).
Thus, these relationships of trust with white climate organisations are often dependent on racialised,
classed, and enabled privilege. Through presenting a stance which is at once oppositional and not
too oppositional, PCA music aims to avoid hegemonic judgements and dismissal, and appeal to
Pākehā audiences as well (Fagaiava-Muller, 2021a). Having now discussed the presenceestablishing capacities of PCA music, how it is used to hide will now be examined.

5.2 Music as Shield
Shields are used to deflect attacks, prevent harm, and display genealogies and affiliations (Tonga,
2016). In this section, I will be using the symbol of the shield to analyse how PCA music both
provides cover for emotional and narrative displays, and allows for messages to be conveyed
internally in Pasifika communities. I will first explain how PCA music can be used to defer the
experience and expression of negatively-coded emotions such as anger, despair, and fatigue, and
instead present an image of zealous high morale. Following this, I will describe PCA music’s
safeguarding functions: because New Zealand Pākehā-dominated spaces are often atomising, the
numbers involved in PCA music can provide for certain senses of security that allow for
expressions of Pasifika life and communal identity to be shown. The implications for Pasifika
mental wellbeing of PCA music’s uses as both mask and buffer are significant.
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5.2.1 Façades and Diversions
Activism and activist music are sometimes glamourised and romanticised (Meivisi, 2021T).
However, the realities of activist efforts are often filled with conflict and overwork, with little-to-no
rewards (Selu, 2021T). PCA music often presents a veneer of Pasifika joy and pride (Tahana, 2019).
While it is true that performers can have these emotions when participating in PCA performance, it
does not follow that all participants in PCA music have these experiences (Cama, 2021T). As noted
by participants, the splendour of the performances can be used to distract both the performers and
the audience from the harsh realities of climate injustice, as well as communal feelings of rage,
resentment, and anguish about this violence (Wright, 2021T). Performances can also distract from
the racism of hegemonic Pākehā climate discourses, and hide emotional responses to this behind the
outwardly amiable displays of PCA music (Ahmed, 2006).
Pasifika communities in the diaspora often have multiple familial ties, commitments, and
concerns, as evidenced in this quote:
There are certain things that are always in the back of your mind that never go away, you know, like,
and those are the things that can gradually, over time, wear you down, so not only am I going to be
going through life trying to do my job, get by day-to-day, but at the back of your mind, you’re like:
but I’m also a queer person and am I safe in this environment. I’m also terrified about what's
happening in the Philippines and are my family safe? Because COVID there is terrible and the
violence is getting bad, and also in the Pacific my family are at risk of rising sea levels and what
does it mean for the health of their land and their ability to support themselves and is anyone
educated enough to protect them when it comes to negotiating in the fono that’ll be held with the
matai, or even going to parliament, you know. So like in the back of your mind these things are
boiling away, and so it gets me really frustrated and people are like: “climate change? But that’s so
far away! You don’t need to worry about that” I’m like yes, I do, because that’s my family.
(Tielu, 2021T)

PCA music does, to some extent, engage in these realities: the performances allow for vessels
through which to channel anxieties and fears, but within and behind certain limits (The Spinoff,
2020; Kay et al., 2021). The emotional deferral and concealment that PCA music facilitates thus
have a range of implications for Pasifika wellbeing. In some ways, the distractions provided through
PCA performance are beneficial in challenging and processing feelings of pain and hopelessness: in
others, not being able to express fatigue and pain through performances can exacerbate these
sensations (Brown, 2017). Additionally, the shielding work that is done by PCA music can also
camouflage rifts in Pasifika and Pacific Indigenous communities, such as ethical divergences, and
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divisions between the frontlines and the sidelines (Cama, 2021T; Wright, 2021T): the latter will be
explored in Chapter 6.

5.2.2 Numbers as Armour
The racism against Pasifika communities has been discussed in Chapter 3. One of the ways in
which this racism manifests is through the smothering, homogenisation, and denigration of Pacific
Indigenous genealogies, cultures, and epistemologies in “mainstream” New Zealand. PCA music is
often inherently communal, thus requiring significant numbers of people in order to be carried out.
These numbers can assist in the construction of communal barriers, specifically those which have
the effect of shutting Pākehā people out, and allowing Pasifika people in; as Cama commented,
“low-key we were segregated, and also low-key I was glad we were segregated” (2021T; see also
Neale Hurston, 1955). Ethnoracial segregation can produce certain protective mechanisms, which
can manifest in sensory and relational ways. Tielu (2021T) describes “the multiple parts [and] that
wall of sound” that is created in these performances. The familiarity, presence, and warmth
generated through this, and the feeling of being held by the sound, and by the numbers around you
can often be comforting in events that are otherwise characterised by cold hegemonic divisions and
tokenisation (Meivisi, 2021T).
PCA performances can also allow for the open and extensive expression Pacific genealogies
through art, a practice that is regularly obstructed in the working lives of Pasifika people where we
are often minorities (Meivisi, 2021T). Furthermore, to some extent, PCA music allows Pasifika
communities to connect to each other through the acquisition of different performance styles and
vocabularies than simply those of our own ethnic and cultural groups; similar opportunities can also
occur for people who have the same ethnic genealogies as the performance items, but who have not
had the chance to learn or practice these cultural elements in other instances (Meivisi, 2021T;
Wright, 2021T). PCA performance can thus assist in the sustenance of mental wellbeing by
providing space for performers to connect or reconnect with aspects of their identities and ancestry
(Kay et al., 2021). Having described the concealing and supportive mechanisms of PCA music, it is
to be noted that these are not without costs. In the following section, I will describe how certain
images of “the Pasifika community” are promoted through PCA music.

5.3 Music as Mobilisation
“Mobilisation” as a term has distinctly military connotations. These undertones also include senses
of moving en masse and centring around a common cause, often against opposing groups. Through
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this framework, I will analyse how Pasifika communities are represented as strong, unified, and
disciplined through PCA music, as well as the consequences of this. These notions of unification,
strength, and discipline often work to erase the perspectives of Pasifiqueeredisabled communities,
present Pasifika communities as homogeneously hegemonically Christian, and portray Pasifika
communities as unified and disciplined by obscuring the discrimination and variability inherent in
PCA contexts. Through mobilising controlled images of “the Pasifika community,” not only are the
nuances embedded in Pasifika communities eliminated in favour of colonial value paradigms, but
the potentials for this diversity in Pasifika communities are also obstructed.

5.3.1 Strength
Warriorhood, especially when colonial lenses are projected onto Indigenous bodies, is often defined
as fundamentally able-bodied (Hokowhitu, 2004). Although this framework is primarily bodyfixated, I argue that these requirements can also be extended into the realm of neurological
processing, particularly when PCA performances require complex inventories of social techniques,
and are potential sites of sensory overload (Lily, 2021T; ObeySumner, 2018; The Spinoff, 2020).
These discrepancies in disabled and enabled communities’ admission into PCA performance groups
will be discussed further in Chapter 6. Many of the people who are present in PCA contexts,
including in and around PCA performances, are Pasifiqueeredisabled (DIVA, 2019; Lily, 2021T;
Tamapeau & Selu, 2021T; Tengan, 2018). However, when PCA music and efforts more widely are
narrated, these existences and contributions are often erased (Osorio, 2019; Tahana, 2019; The
Spinoff, 2020). Thus, numerous questions can be raised about what the purposes of the
aforementioned exclusionary practises are (Lim-Bunnin, 2020; Roy, 2019; Wright, 2021T).
Displays of strength in PCA musical contexts are frequently dependent on enabled identities,
in keeping with colonial capitalist ableism (Barokka, 2020b; Lewis, 2021). Because of colonial
narratives of weakness and worth, disabilities are categorised as defects and attributes that diminish
the value of lives (Barokka, 2020b; Sins Invalid, 2019). Thus, in order to counter colonial
categorisations of Indigenous communities as deficient, strength is displayed through the
presentation of certain bodies carrying out activities that require enabledness (Hokowhitu, 2004;
Sherwood-O’Regan, 2020). In utilising these versions of strength through colonial frameworks,
racist notions of Indigenous people’s worth can be rejected in part. But these usages still rely on and
can perpetuate colonial notions of what qualifies as strength and value, including within PCA
performance and broader contexts. Although Pasifika and Pacific Indigenous disabled performers
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exist, and continue to create performance art, their works and experiences are not present in PCA
music (Bell, 2018; Brown, 2020).

5.3.2 Unity
Under the umbrella term “Christianity,” there are a wide range of practices, beliefs, and theological
nuances (Arbon, 2021T; Tielu, 2021T). However, the specific manifestations of Christianity in PCA
performance, and perhaps PCA more widely, tend towards ableist, classist, racist, and
cisheteroperisexist iterations (Cama, 2021T; Jolly, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020; Wright, 2021T). These
also have further ramifications in terms of declarations about the environment:
I think, even when I’ve found a church that is accepting, there’s something that puts me off with the
connections within imperialism, colonialism and capitalism. These Indigenous lands/oceans aren’t
something to be discovered, owned, or to be exploited in order to be valued or noticeable. It still
happens to this day. They have always been fluid and diverse in their stories: the taiao were treated
as Gods, not the christian god. Colonialism has ruined that with a eurocentric gender binary, and
colonial religion portraying some Indigenous knowledge as inherently ‘evil’ […] Currently finding it
quite challenging to learn my Pacific roots as well, especially when you don’t get really involved in
the church communities and stuff. I’ve needed to find ways outside of that to push forward and stay
optimistic, including going to libraries and just reading a lot or being influenced by meeting other
non-Christian Pasifika people through community. (Lily, 2021T)

Further occurrences that are alluded to in this quote are patterns of Pasifiqueeredisabled people
absenting ourselves from many church-related settings as a result of religious and spiritual violence
(Nakhid et al., 2020). These forms of violence interweave with violence against the environment
and gendersexuality-divergence: in Indigenous paradigms, both of these areas are characterised by
variability and agency that colonial systems have sought to reduce (Lily, 2021T). There are
expectations that the Pacific cultural knowledge that is contained and transmitted in Christian
Pasifika communities will be known and practised in PCA performance contexts: through the
previously mentioned absences, inaccessibilities, and epistemic requirements, barriers that hinder
Pasifiqueeredisabled people’s entrance into PCA performance contexts are formed (Lily, 2021T;
Meivisi, 2021T; Talamahina, 2021T). Compounding this are links between PCA performance
groups and Christian fundamentalism: many PCA performers are members of Pasifika university
students’ associations, which in turn are predominantly made up of people who attend Christian
fundamentalist churches (Cama, 2021T; Taule‘ale‘ausumai, 2018; Wright, 2021T). Because of the
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flows of people and ideologies, the leadership present in these churches significantly influences
activist campaigns (Cama, 2021T; Wright, 2021T).
The unity expressed in PCA music is predicated on homogenisation in various forms. As
previously mentioned, arrangements of time-space in PCA performance are organised in rather rigid
ways (Cama, 2021T; Glint, 2021T). Also, as has been stated, the symmetry integral to TāVāism and
many Pacific Indigenous sociospatial relations is not the same as equality (Tecun & Ka‘ili, 2020).
As a result of these rigidities, Pasifiqueeredisabled bodyminds are frequently “stopped” in PCA
performance and wider contexts. This can occur through coercions to conform—and resultant
restrictions in instances of transgression—obstructions from entering into and being in PCA timespaces in “openly” queeredisabled ways, and the smothering of expressions that contradict
Polyhegemonic principles (Cama, 2021T; Glint, 2021T; Lily, 2021T; Thompson, 2014; Wright,
2021T). Although backstage PCA conversations can recognise internal diversity, the authoritative
stance is that hegemonic, violent conformity is an essential part of PCA performance, that this is
necessary to appear unified, and that this unification will effect substantive change (Cama, 2021T).
As will be discussed in Chapter 8, however, the perceived utilities of this unification are debatable.

5.3.3 Discipline
Many processes of colonisation are founded in notions of attempting to “civilise the savage,” and
disciplining Indigenous communities into assimilation and self-denigration (Leomala, 1975). PCA
music presents Pasifika communities as disciplined in various ways. These models of discipline are
designed to convey power, and thus they also draw from previous enforcements of unification and
hegemonic control. The discipline in PCA performance largely manifests as presentations of
stability and obedience. Some of these methods include displaying national symbols such as flags,
arranging bodies in rows, using similar or the same clothing, presentations of strength, using
musical repertoire that conveys stability, and presenting Pasifika communities as powerful through
this unity. Flags are a major part of PCA demonstration music, and have featured in a number of
events and promotional material (Tahana, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020). Although they are a swift way
of visually conveying national identities, they also are a reminder of colonialism and imperialism,
and incorporate nationalist and nation state-focused frameworks of legitimacy (Webster, 2001). The
use of rows and standardised clothing (that could be described as uniforms) during PCA
performances furthers these notions of regulation and assimilation (Tahana, 2019; 350 Pacific
Wellington, 2019).
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Stability in PCA music is perhaps most evident in the harmonic and rhythmic aspects of the
chosen repertoire. Although there are Pacific Indigenous melodic chants that could be employed in
PCA performances, they largely tend not to feature in these contexts (Tamasese et al., 2020; Mailata
et al., 1969). Unlike the stable, major harmonies and thick, homophonic textures of many of the
songs used in PCA performances, these chants have much sparser, “minor-sounding” harmonies,
frequent melismata, and more unsettled senses of direction through the courses of melodic lines
(Helu in Tecun, 2021; 350 Pacific, 2018). I contend that these are not used in PCA music for various
reasons. Firstly, this style tends not to be in conventional Pasifika usage because of references to
pre-Christian deities and spirits, which can rupture the presentation of Christian hegemonic
homogeneity and obedience (Suaalii-Sauni et al., 2014). 1-4-5 harmonies, a typical feature of
western music—and Pacific Indigenous music that has been influenced by westernised
ecclesiastical canons—are a key feature of PCA musical repertoire: these harmonies can also be
used as a metaphor and reinforcement of social, cultural, and tempospatial harmony (Ka‘ili et al.,
2017). In Pacific Indigenous melodic chants, the harmonic and melodic structures are more
exposed, and thus, people’s individual voices and pronunciation become more apparent. Fears about
not being “authentic” enough, not obeying the hegemonic standards of Pasifika performance, and
being rejected on this basis can inform the underuse of this style. These chants also include sonic
splintering created by melismatic passages, somewhat desolate harmonic structures, and fluctuant,
non-uniform patterns, all of which contribute to a general feeling of instability. Although these
musical qualities might better embody communal affective responses to climate injustice and
violence, its capacity to reveal the insecurity, volatility, and vulnerability of Pasifika communities
makes it undesirable as PCA music. In situations characterised by systemic oppression, it is
generally understood by oppressed people that displaying pain, uncertainty, divisions, and a lack of
control is dangerous (Nakhid et al., 2020). I assert that the purpose of PCA music is not to convey
the inner workings of communal emotional processing, but instead to lacquer over these. Thus, a
strongly-bonded and powerful image of Pasifika communities through structures of discipline and
obedience not only to PCA Polyhegemonic norms, but also to colonial standards.
The power of Pasifika communities that is demonstrated in PCA music is heavily predicated
on vertical hierarchies of authority and obedience. In order to present a unified image, certain rules
must be obeyed by participants in order to construct a united and controlled representation of
Pasifika communities (Cama, 2021T; Wright, 2021T). Thus, the silencing of divergent perspectives
is required in order to maintain this rendering (Lily, 2021T). However, even within this presentation
of authority and control, certain fractures are found. For instance, although the repertoire is
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generally sonically stable, this does not prevent different groups of PCA performers from
performing the same music at different tempos and in different keys simultaneously from different
positions during marches (Cama, 2021T). Thus, the following question can be posed: how do
certain divisions and divergences get categorised as acceptable, and others as unacceptable? From
my own experiences, the meanings of actions and lyrics are not discussed in depth during rehearsals
or events. In some ways, this is also a reinforcement of notions of what constitutes “inherent, shared
knowledge.” In other ways, this is informed by the urgency and resource scarcity that characterises
PCA contexts. However, a side effect of this, whether intended, is a reduction in the possibility of
performers collectively questioning or modifying repertoire and items. If information about musical
selections are made inaccessible, and it is made clear through these omissions that these matters will
not be readily discussed, it thus becomes more difficult for performers and audiences to query the
decisions made about PCA repertory (Suaalii et al., 2014).
Through the previous passages, how mobilising of particular versions of Pasifika communal
representation contributes to violent homogenisation, the preservation of Polyhegemonix, and
epistemic silencing has been discussed. As would be expected, these pushes for standardisation are
met with resistance: the following section will describe how Pasifiqueeredisabled commentators
dispute PCA music as a site of shared knowledge, perspectives, and values.

5.4 Music as Battleground
Battlegrounds are physical and conceptual locations of conflict: disputes can be concerned with
matters occurring elsewhere and/or over the ground upon which the battle is being fought. I will use
the symbol of the battleground to study the competing bids for meaning, representation, and agency
in PCA music, which are connected to epistemic struggles in Pasifika society more widely
(Tamapeau et al., 2021T). PCA performance is often narrated as being a source of empowered
resistance for Pasifika communities. However, Pasifiqueeredisabled readings of PCA performance
call these portrayals into question. PCA performance is hegemonically described as: an environment
in which Pacific Indigenous cultures can be learned, practised, and represented; an effective form of
activism; and a location in which “all of us (Pasifika people)”—a construction that will feature
more prominently in Chapter 6—can join together to achieve the ends of climate justice. In this
section, these narratives will be questioned through accounts of repertorial exclusion, further
activist forms and their effects, and restrictions on solidarity and alliances.
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5.4.1 Ancestral Knowledge?
PCA music is often presented as a way of connecting with ancestral knowledge and practices, and a
context in which Pasifika cultures can be proudly represented (Tahana, 2019). However, as
examined prior, there are a number of obstructions in PCA performance contexts that act against
Pasifiqueeredisabled communities when attempting to access Pacific Indigenous cultural forms. The
notion of ancestors and ancestry is intricate in Pasifika contexts, complicated by mutable notions of
genealogy, colonial bans on knowledge, and colonial implementations of blood quantum (Cama,
2021T; Edwards, 2019; Tamapeau et al., 2021T). “Ancestral” is often ascribed to that which is
established as a tempospatially durable cultural item, be it an element of knowledge, a cultural
practice, or something further, and is habitually used to invoke wisdom and respect (Jolly, 2019;
Tecun, 2019). While I do not unreservedly disagree with these qualities, there are further nuances to
examine. The past, traditions, and notions thereof are fluctuable, and heavily dependent upon the
perceivers’ positionalities (Case, 2021). As such, the hegemonic standardisation of what constitutes
“tradition” is dubious. Discussed further in Chapter 6, conceptions and embodiments of
generationality differ between Pasifiqueeredisabled and Pasifika CHEP communities.
As mentioned, the PCA musical repertoire is largely Tokelauan and Samoan. However, one
of the anomalies in this general fixity is the use of “Oqo Na Noqu Masu,” a Fijian hymn that is used
by the Bati (Fijian national rugby league team) and military corps (Cama, 2021T; Kotobalavu,
2019; REME Fijian Choir, 2018). Cama states: “I feel like that song [Oqo Na Noqu Masu] is no
longer Fijian. ‘Cause it’s not even Fijian, it’s like a rugby song now” (2021T). Contrary to the
hymn’s appearance in PCA music being perceived as something that demonstrates (albeit
tokenistically) the “diversity” in Pasifika communities, the fact that it has been widely used in a
number of contexts, particularly in rugby, largely means that it has been accepted into the
mainstream Pasifika canon: thus, it can no longer be used in Pasifika hegemonic contexts as a
symbol of specifically Fijian identity in resistance against the Polyhegemonic project of
homogenisation (Cama, 2021T). Further remarks made about PCA performance include: “why does
it always have to be so fucking Samoan and Christian” (Cama, 2021T). In this remark, the SamoanChristian standardisation not just of PCA music but of Pasifika environments more widely is
described, and the supposed usefulness for all Pasifika communities of hegemonic cultures,
exclusionary ancestral knowledges, and homogenised transmission is refuted. As discussed, what
constitutes ancestral knowledge in PCA musical contexts is frequently racially and ideologically
restricted: this has many further ramifications for Pasifika communities outside of these confines,
which will be discussed further in Chapter 6.
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5.4.2 Effective Activism?
It must be remembered that PCA performance is one of many methods of Pacific Indigenous
activism (Arbon, 2021T; Cama, 2021T; Meivisi, 2021T; Wright, 2021T). Because different actions
yield different results according to a variety of factors including venue, media, audience,
participation, and further, the effectiveness of any given method is continually debatable.
Participants generally agreed that art can be valuable and useful:
I’m very much of a proponent for using the arts to like disseminate ideas and help create a dialogue
and discourses, just because there are so many communities that use different forms [...] that speak to
them, and so I feel like it always like ensures a maximum dispersion of ideas, but also helps create
interesting cutting things that […] can break down boundaries in ways that you wouldn’t expect...
(Arbon, 2021T)

One of the things I really like about music is that it connects the performers and audience in a
constructed timespace that is outside the real one [...] I like to put music with my visuals to do that.
And [...] I do use recordings of environment, you know, like field recordings and things to have a
sense of place… (Glint, 2021T)

As discussed in the previous quotes, art can facilitate multifaceted exchanges of knowledge,
transport audiences to different moods and states via multi-sensory orchestration, and invoke
genealogies through using sounds that are linked to specific locations. Pacific Indigenous activist
performance more widely can also have these capacities (Tielu, 2021T).
I feel like when music specifically paired with activism is really incredible music, and I think it’s to
[...] showcase how everyone’s feeling around the moment of what it is specifically, you know there
was a lot of work that came out of, I’m referring to Ihumātao again, but there was a lot of art, there
was a lot of music that came alongside with that occupation as well, so I think, yeah, I don’t know
what [music and activism] is to other people individually [...] but to me, I know that it’s super
important [...] I don’t know why, but I know that it’s important. Maybe the feeling. [laughs]
(Talamahina, 2021T)

The above quote describes how music in activism forms affective bonds and ties between people
and causes: through and because of this, particular time-spaces are reinforced, often in intangible,
indescribable ways (Talamahina, 2021T). However, PCA music is a specific subset of a wider
activist music category, and as such, it has specific features.
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PCA music is variously contested, often in terms of whether it assists in movements towards justice
(Meivisi, 2021T; Wright, 2021T). As Wright (2021T) states, “Anyone who’s watching will not get
the message unless you’re a part of that community,” noting how meanings in PCA music are not
apparent to everyone. Wright (2021T) further states, “For the most part, I feel like the part I play in
climate activism is really trying to donate to the causes that are directly helping those in need of
relief,” commenting on the distance between PCA performances and the direct transmission of
necessary resources (Cama, 2021T; Meivisi, 2021T). Further comments made about PCA
performance are that it is “trendy activism,” communicating that, in many way, it is one of the
easiest forms of activist participation because it can be completed in brief intermittent bursts, with
no direct structural change occurring: this is compared to further forms of activism such as
community education, which often require extended durations of intense labour and structural shifts
(Meivisi, 2021T).
Concurrent remarks that were made include: “And I think that’s something that happens for
us as we get older, and we realise that after all the rainbows, it doesn’t really make a fuckin
difference. If real stuff’s not happening” (Tamapeau & Selu, 2021T). Although this quote refers to
aspects of LGBTQIA+ performance and performative activism, these discrepancies between image
and change are also relevant in PCA contexts. Another comment stated that PCA performance
“looks cute. But cute’s not going to get shit done!” (Cama, 2021T). How affective pleasure can be
conflated with perceptions of efficacy has been observed in further Pacific media-related contexts
(Teaiwa, 2016). The previous observations describe the chasms between representation and justice,
and the necessity of combining non-superficial performance and artistic forms with sustained efforts
through a variety of channels in order to bring about enduring and ethical change.

5.4.3 Pacific as Monolith?
PCA music is frequently thought to comprehensively represent Pasifika communities more widely
(350.org, 2020). However, as displayed in the following quote, which first describes the ideological
positionings of PCA performance, and then opposes these, PCA music instead presents one of many
faces of what constitutes “the Pasifika community”:
We are one monolith! We just all follow… oh God what’s his name? I have to google his name.
‘Aupito, we just all love ‘Aupito, and we all just like worship him! We are just all his children! That
is our father! And we love him! […] We’re not a fuckin monolith! (Cama, 2021T)
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As evidenced here, the ideological ties that are commonly thought to hold Pasifika communities
together do not have the same unifying effects for all involved, particularly for Pasifiqueeredisabled
and further multiply marginalised groups (Cooper, 2020). Another aspect of PCA performance that
this quote describes is its entanglements with governmental spheres: many of the campaigns in
which PCA performance is used are targeted towards colonial nations in international politics
(Tahana, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020). As summed up in a further quote, the efficacy of international
fora, as well as the restrictions required from Pacific Indigenous people in order to be admitted into
them, are intensely questionable: “fuck the UN, that’s my answer. Also, there’s a whole lot of
respectability politics” (Cama, 2021T).
The common perception of PCA performance is that it distinguishes PCA efforts from wider
Pākehā and further colonial environmentalist endeavours: within it, Pacific Indigenous knowledges
and support are exchanged, thus maintaining distinctly pro-Indigenous sovereignty ontologies and
ethics. However, this image is disputed: “[There’s] not that much distinction between Pasifika
climate activism and white mainstream climate activism. [Supposedly there’s] this special thing—I
don’t really think it is” (Cama, 2021T). This comment refers to the white supremacist ideologies
that influence and are present in PCA performance, such as racism and cisheteroperisexism. PCA
music has the capacity to be an environment in which Pasifika people can grow intracommunal
solidarities for more rigorous understandings of how climate injustice manifests, and actioning of
the elements required to bring about climate justice. Instead, it is typically a context in which
colonial paradigms are reused by Pasifika people in order to communicate with colonial nations and
politics structures to achieve climate action (Amnesty, 2019). Climate action is distinct from climate
justice as, although the former can sometimes engage with intersectional oppressions, these
engagements are inherent in the latter (DIVA, 2019; Rovoi, 2020).
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6. “Our Brothers and Sisters in the Islands”: Universalism, Binarism,
and Co-constitution
The constructions “all of us” and “you and us,” which are respectively universal and binarist
groupings, are used in PCA performance to create an image of being all-inclusive. However, in line
with the practices described in previous chapters, the particular ways in which these conceptions are
deployed often work to exclude and erase the contributions of Pasifiqueeredisabled people, amongst
further communities. These omissions have significant impacts on accepted standards of Pacific
Indigeneity, how climate justice is understood more widely, and notions of who is deemed
deserving of the benefits from activist victories. In the following chapter, I will describe the
specifics of universality and binarism in PCA performance and contexts, and explain how and why
these are used to reinforce exclusive practices and hierarchies. I will first provide definitions of
universality and binarism, and explain how they are co-constitutive in PCA performance. I will also
give examples of the universal-binarist constructions used in PCA music, and then explain why I
will focus on two: the separation between the frontlines and the sidelines, and the divisions between
CHEP males and CHEP females. Following this, I will explain how frontlines-sidelines separations
operate in PCA performance: I will define both of these terms, outline the relationships between
them, and explain how their perceived locations influence PCA music. Afterwards, I will examine
the CHEP male-CHEP female binary: I will detail how this construction plays out in language and
performance, and, through discussions of aesthetics, tradition, and generationality, how it is used to
relegate Pasifiqueeredisabled communities to non-being, non-kin positions. Severing Pacific
Indigenous kinship structures have considerable consequences in communal membership and, as
will be described in Chapter 8, in climate injustice deaths.

6.1 Definitions
The co-constitution of universality and binarism is a crucial feature of PCA performance. In this
section, I will first define universality and binarism, and then discuss some of their manifestations
in PCA music and discourse. Following this, I will examine the various reasons why they are
utilised in these environments: some of the factors that influence their usage include convenience in
strained situations, structuring actions, and control over people. Subsequently, I will give examples
of further universal-binarist divisions that are used in PCA time-spaces, and justify why I have
chosen to concentrate on frontlines/sidelines and CHEP male/CHEP female divisions. This has
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primarily been influenced by exchanges during talanoa and prominence in PCA performance: these
two dyads allow for analysis into how “the Pacific” is imagined and constructed in PCA music,
wellbeing, and the existential erasure of Pasifiqueeredisabled people in PCA performance.
“Universality” is defined as “the quality of involving or being shared by all people or things
in the world or in a particular group” (Lexico, n.d.). This often manifests in languaging such as
“everyone,” “all of us,” “all Pacific Islanders,” and further verbal arrangements (Pacific Climate
Warriors - Auckland, 2019; 350.org, 2017). In PCA performance, switches can be made between
“all humans” and “all Pacific people,” in order to speak to both Pacific communities specifically
and wider, generalised audiences (Pacific Climate Warriors - Auckland, 2019; 350 Pacific, 2019b).
Because one of the key components of grassroots activist success is gaining large numbers of
supporters, universal constructions in PCA performance are often employed to gather as many
people as possible, and to emphasise that climate change is an all-pervasive issue, even if it has
divergent consequences in different locations and communities (Lutunatabua, 2015; Ritchie, 2020).
“Binarism” is “a mode of thought predicated on seemingly stable oppositions (such as good
and evil or male and female) that is seen in post-structuralist analysis as an inadequate approach to
areas of difference” (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). Binarism in its generalised form is commonly linked
with gender binarism, an ideology based on the existence of solely two opposite genders that are
masculine-male and feminine-female; the rhetoric is often linked to anti-trans, anti-intersex, antidisabled, and anti-Indigenous stances (Lim-Bunnin, 2020). Most notably, this manifests in PCA
performances and rhetoric through the phrase “brothers and sisters,” the implications of which will
be discussed further later in this chapter (Fuamatu, 2020; Godfrey, 2020). Binarism can also be
applied to further communal divisions, such as disability and ability, as will be explored shortly.
Although both universality and binarism could operate independently in PCA contexts, I
argue that they are co-constitutive. Co-constitution refers to two elements that are mutually
dependent on each other to function and exist (Easton et al., 2012). Universal-binarist constructions
can be found in a number of PCA contexts. These contexts are often the same ones in which “all of
us” framings are found, and the two types of languaging are positioned in such a way that one can
readily assume that the binarist constructions are meant to be equivalent to the whole. “Brothers and
sisters,” for instance, is used to refer to the entirety of Pacific populations, and further communities
(Fuamatu, 2020; Godfrey, 2020; Pacific Media Watch, 2018). The configuration of “elders and
youth” is commonly used to describe Pacific communities in totality (Scoop, 2021; 350 Pacific,
2019a). Pacific Indigenous people are commonly grouped into “homelands” and “diaspora” (Pacific
Climate Warriors - Auckland, 2019; 350 Pacific, 2019a). Global communities are often grouped into
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Pacific and non-Pacific, and sometimes, Indigenous and non-Indigenous in terms of who is most
impacted by climate change (Fair, 2018; Jameson, 2016).
The contexts in which PCA performance operates are often characterised, as most grassroots
environments are, by limited energy, workforces, time, money, and further resources (Tamapeau et
al., 2021T). Given these circumstances, universal-binarist groupings are a comparatively convenient
way of categorising people, as compared with intersectional, spectral, and further multifaceted
models (Crenshaw, 1989; Lim-Bunnin, 2020). Binarist frameworks can assist in making decisions,
ordering communal relations, and organising actions in what can be tumultuous and turbulent
settings (Jeffries, 2018). However, as has been stated by Arundhati Roy, “Underlying fascism is a
desire for neatness” (2018). While I am not drawing an equivalence between PCA performance and
authoritarian regimes, the idea that order can be achieved through strict groupings is a notion that
appears in various forms in both; the consequences of binarist groupings in PCA performance will
be considered in the following sections.
There are a number of universal-binarist splits that occur in PCA music, often making use of
identity categories that are generally perceived as established and fixed. As previously mentioned,
the categories of gendersexuality, disability, regional identity, race, and ethnicity are all employed in
these groupings, and all are widely perceived to be static (Amnesty, 2019; Fair, 2018; Jolly, 2019).
The differentiations made on the basis of class, generational identity, and age are somewhat an
oddity in these constructions because they are often understood as mutable, but even with this
variability, at any given moment, one is expected to fit into one category only, not both, and not
neither (Ritchie, 2020; 350 Pacific, 2019a). Further forms of splits include: “well / unwell,”
“unhealthy / healthy,” “moral / immoral,” “non-activists / activists,” “male / female,” “brown / not
brown,” “Christian / non-Christian,” “frontlines / sidelines,” “gay / straight,” “beautiful / ugly,”
“voiced / voiceless,” and “harmonious / unharmonious” (Amnesty, 2019). Universal-binarist
constructions differ in their expansiveness, as shown in the previous list. Generally speaking, most
people could be grouped into whether they are or are not of Pacific Indigenous descent (although
that also depends upon how Pacific Indigenous ethnic genealogies are understood), but the “male
vs. female” construction is explicitly partial as it does not acknowledge the existence of intersex
people (RNZ, 2011; Wall & Pagonis, 2020).
Of these splits, I have chosen to focus on the “frontlines / sidelines” and “CHEP female /
CHEP male” universal-binarist constructions as they are the most prominent groupings in PCA
music. Furthermore, they were some amongst the divisions most frequently mentioned during
talanoa, and they provide several insights into the construction of Pacific identity in PCA
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performance. Descriptions of the frontlines’ and sidelines’ attributes uncover a multitude of notions
about what “the Pacific” and “Pasifika communities” are, or are purported to be. Discourse about
the frontlines and sidelines can also prompt discussions about wellbeing in various places in the
Pacific, not solely focusing on Pasifika contexts. CHEP males and CHEP females being presented
as the entirety of Pasifika and Pacific Indigenous societies raise a copious amount of questions also
concerned with the aforementioned Pacific and Pasifika parameters. This incomplete representation
also has significant consequences in terms of Pasifiqueeredisabled communities being narrated out
of communal accounts and portrayals. The next two sections will focus on these splits in more
detail.

6.2 Frontlines / Sidelines
“Frontlines” is the term that is often used to describe the communities and locations that are most
affected by climate change (Lyons, 2019). Sidelines is a term that I apply to the communities who
are linked to the frontlines by way of familial, cultural, economic, and further connections. As such,
the research I have done is based solely in sidelines communities. In this section, I will explain both
of these terms in more detail by discussing how they are linked to each other, how they have been
framed, and discuss how they are linked to Polyhegemonix in PCA music.
The frontlines are countries and communities in the Pacific region who are currently facing
the most severe impacts of climate injustice (Pacific Climate Warriors, 2015). These effects include
floods, cyclones, tsunamis, hurricanes, pollution (in the forms of plastic, radiation, fossil fuel
resultants), fatalities in multiple species, and loss of land through submersion and nuclear testing
(Aguon, 2008; Pacific Climate Warriors, 2015; Wenda, 2021). Further struggles that result from
these occurrences include relocation: in these instances, relationships with communities of different
ethnicities and languages—can be conflictual (Yeo, 2020). However, what are perceived to
constitute the most severe impacts, and indeed, who counts as part of the Pacific region, differ
according to audience and context (Lyons, 2019; Pacific Climate Warriors, 2015; Tahana, 2019).
In sidelines and international hegemonic contexts, frontlines communities are frequently
defined as having limited access to resources, platforms, power, and education, to the point where
they are sometimes referred to as “voiceless” (Abate, 2020; Amnesty, 2019). However, there are
numerous climate organisations located in and started by frontlines communities that frequently
provide education and services for frontlines communities (Arbon, 2021T; Cama, 2021T, DIVA,
2019; Meivisi, 2021T; Tielu 2021T). Thus, it appears less to be the case that the frontlines are
“voiceless,” a term that carries distinct connotations of inherent powerlessness, and more the case
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that they are subject to severe epistemic silencing (Dotson, 2011; Spivak, 1988). Although there are
diversities of age in Pacific communities, frontlines communities are generally positioned as elders
in relation to sidelines communities, and as authoritative sources of Pacific Indigenous knowledge
(Tahana, 2019; 350 Pacific, 2019a).
The sidelines are communities in the Pacific who live in and move between other countries,
often those with western colonial governments, and are made up of people who are genealogically
linked to the frontlines (Tielu, 2021T). Because of this, there are often requirements of cultural,
linguistic, and economic contributions and exchange, as discussed previously in Chapters 2 and 3
(Tahana, 2019; Tamapeau et al., 2021T). In comparison to frontlines communities, sidelines
communities are often presented as mobile, culturally lacking, urban, better-off financially, and
young (Tahana, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020). However, this obscures numerous nuances within
frontlines and sidelines communities: both have degrees of mobility and immobility (Enoka, 2019;
McKendry, 2015); some Pacific people in decolonised nations with Pacific Indigenous majorities
are not fluent in Pacific Indigenous languages, and some Pacific people in the diaspora are fluent in
Pacific Indigenous languages (Va‘aelua, 2019; Vague, 2014); urban and rural locales are found in
both frontlines and sidelines contexts (Edwards, 2019; Kulagoe, 1980); wealth and poverty are
present in both locations (Cama, 2021T; NZHRC, 2020; The Haus of Koila, n.d.); Pasifika people
of various ages are engaged in climate activism, but in PCA performance, youth are the majority
(Tahana, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020). Thus, these presentations of sidelines communities fuel a
number of inaccuracies, including the idea that sidelines community elders are not involved in
efforts towards climate justice (Meivisi, 2021T). Both in the frontlines and the sidelines, multiple
cultural forms and fusions proliferate (Haus of Khameleon, n.d.; Tecun, 2019). This is in contrast to
elitist framings of Pacific western colonial-diasporic urban centres as the only locations that are
characterised by the intermixture of cultures (Mila-Schaaf, 2010).
The frontlines often appear to haunt the sidelines in PCA musical contexts, as a physically
distant yet ever-present reminder of the embodied violences of climate injustice and colonisation
(Tahana, 2019; 350 Pacific, 2019b). I use the term “haunt” to acknowledge the deaths caused as a
result of climate injustice; notions of haunting, killing, and mortality will be revisited in Chapter 8.
The frontlines also are present in PCA performances as reminders of Pacific Indigenous traditional
knowledges, practices, language, histories, presents, and futures (The Spinoff, 2020). PCA music is
often conceptualised as a way of supporting the frontlines, representing the frontlines on behalf of
the frontlines, and, in some senses, a way of bridging and healing the multifarious divides between
the frontlines and the sidelines (Tahana, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020). This can be witnessed in the
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selection of “traditional” Pacific Indigenous repertoire, which, as previously discussed in Chapter 5,
also attracts potential participants because of opportunities to fortify Pacific Indigenous
genealogical connection through art (Tamapeau et al., 2021T). As explained, both frontlines and
sidelines contexts are thoroughly varied. However, these are often flattened in PCA performance.
The following subsection will outline some issues in terms of how the sidelines and frontlines are
presented in PCA performance: amongst further consequences, this has resulted in the erasure of
frontlines wellbeing and mental health struggles, the homogenisation of what sidelines activism is,
and the imagined formation of “the frontlines” through various Polyhegemonic exclusions.

6.2.1 Access & Mental Health
As previously stated, my research is located solely in sidelines contexts. As described in the
following quotes, there are major differences in mental health and wider wellbeing support
structures between frontlines and sidelines communities to note.
There’s a toll on your mental health from being in activist spaces, that’s true [...] but that toll on your
mental health is a lot less than people who are on the actual front line of the shit. […] Like it’s hard
for me to empathise with people about the mental health struggles that they’re going through right
now, when as soon as I open up my family group chat, I can see, okay cool, my aunt’s house is
literally underwater right now. And they had to spend a couple of nights [at] evacuation centres and
stuff… (Cama, 2021T)

As evidenced in this statement, although there are issues in accessing and maintaining mental
wellbeing in sidelines communities, these are not compounded by the first-hand experiences of
climate injustice. Thus, research concentrations in sidelines communities can contribute to the
erasure and dismissal of frontlines experiences of climate justice, and the systems, resources, and
structures necessary to assist with the struggles that are faced in these environments (Cama, 2021T).
Further issues with PCA performance include that its aesthetic does not resonate with and is
not equipped to adequately engage with the realities of frontlines climate injustice (Arbon, 2021T;
Meivisi, 2021T; Wright, 2021T). As discussed in Chapter 5, PCA music does not directly confer
resources and epistemic privilege to frontlines communities. Thus, an overemphasis on its
importance can eclipse further, more direct forms of action, as voiced in the following remark:
You know, it’s going back to re-establishing farms, going back to rebuilding up friggin sea walls and
[being] able to put food on the table until plants grow back […] If activism is only going to look like
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speaking quote unquote “truth to power” or whatever the fuck that supposed to mean and it doesn’t
look like fuckin mutual aid between you and your village, that’s a very narrow way to look at it.
(Cama, 2021T)

As discussed in Chapter 5, PCA performance is perceived as a method of learning culture for
sidelines communities that is accessible and simultaneously contributing to a worthy cause (Tahana,
2019). With regard to notions of PCA performances’ accessibility, there are also commonly
assumptions of class privilege and financial power in sidelines communities. In actuality, the
location of events and pre-event rehearsals are variously inaccessible for many because of money,
time, energy, and further factors.
I didn’t go to rehearsals […] ‘cause the thing is: you have to get into Wellington, it’s always
up at […] Kelburn in the middle of the fuckin night. I mean like - you know, there’s not that many
buses that go in the night. Have something at Rutherford! Put some shit online! (Cama, 2021T)

The previous quote explains that, although PCA performances cater to all in theory, in practice, by
essence of the way they are organised and located, there are exclusions on entry. These parameters
often exclude people who live and work outside of the central boroughs of cities, are in precarious
and low-paid employment (if paid at all), and can not access public transport and the venues in
which rehearsals are held because of ableism (Langstone, 2020; Sins Invalid, 2019). Intentional or
not, the results of these barriers are that Pasifika disabled and/or precarious communities are often
not present in these spaces. Ignorance about oppressive systems, as well as about the necessary
processes of their dismantlement, are often deeply connected to concentrations of privilege because
of how privilege enables ease of movement, existence, and use (Ahmed, 2018; Moreton-Robinson,
2013). Thus, in the absence of Pasifika precarious and/or disabled communities, multiple
dimensions of climate injustice are overlooked, thus leaving plans for climate justice incomplete
(Dotson & Whyte, 2013; Sins Invalid, 2019).

6.2.2 The “Frontlines” and Polyhegemonix
Through PCA performance, the frontlines are raced, gendered, classed, and assigned assumptions of
enabledness (Fair, 2018; Jolly, 2019; Tahana, 2019). These restrictions remain despite the efforts of
people and media that counter these homogenisations (Te Toa Matoa, 2017; World of Inclusion,
2014). The frontlines are so-called because they are believed to be the areas that are most severely
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affected by climate injustice. However, some of the areas in which the most flagrant manifestations
of climate injustice occur are seldom mentioned in narrations of the frontlines in PCA performance.
West Papua is a colonised territory in the Western Pacific, also known as Melanesia, that is
currently under Indonesian colonial occupation, and in which there is an ongoing genocide (Elmslie
& Webb-Gannon, 2014). Due to environmental disruption from gold mines, land dispossession, and
deforestation, West Papua is one of the most prominent subjects of climate injustice due to the
interlinked oppressions of ongoing colonisation, genocide, and climate injustice. However,
discussions of West Papua and climate justice in PCA performance and organisations are negligible
(APR, 2018). The Marshall Islands is a Pacific nation in the Northern Pacific, also known as
Micronesia: it is subject to the combined violences of North American imperialism, nuclear
radiation, and climate injustice (Jetn̄ il-Kijiner, 2011a). Although Marshallese communities deal with
some of the most extreme effects of climate injustice, they are also not frequently mentioned, if
ever, in PCA performance and related contexts (Lyons, 2019). Additionally, even ‘though PCA
music is performed in New Zealand, Māori experiences of climate injustice also tend not to feature
in PCA performance (Meivisi, 2021T; see also Wareka, 2020).
Contrary to claims to ignorance, as evidenced in the previous citations, West Papuan,
Marshallese, and Māori climate struggles and contexts are known. Thus, these are purposeful
omissions (Wright, 2021T). Meivisi (2021T) states: “I feel like some people pick and choose what
they want to get behind because of the image,” referring to the disparities of support between
Ihumātao and Shelly Bay, and going on to reflect on how a movements’s perceived difficulty and
hospitality also influence the quantity of supporters. Thus, optics are vitally decisive in determining
whether alliances and statements of solidarity are made. There is also the argument that New
Zealand demographics should determine PCA representation: West Papuan and Marshallese
communities, on this basis, should minimally feature. However there is the question of whether
representations in PCA music should be solely based on proportional numbers.
It’s not necessarily an easy answer, but: you know, the fact that there are exclusions happening in the
first place is what I think I’m having issues with. Because there really shouldn’t be any exclusions,
the main issue here is: climate change is affecting these places, or has already affected these places,
and so now it’s just a matter of doing what you can do to help out these places. (Wright, 2021T)

The previous quote discusses the decisive exclusions made in PCA performance, and the
questionable ethics of aligning with less-affected, more well-known Pacific countries over more60 of 107

affected, lesser-known Pacific countries in the sidelines’ constructions and imaginaries of the
frontlines. Positioning West Papua and the Marshall Islands as crucial examples of the frontlines
would require engaging with the ongoing legacies of nuclear colonialism, present-day colonisation,
and anti-black racism— topics not commonly platformed in New Zealand—and breaking with the
established pattern of using likeness to elicit emotional investment and action (Ahmed, 2006;
Ahmed, 2014). However, in the current structural circumstances, even if Melanesian and
Micronesian countries were positioned as the frontlines in PCA music, it is likely that statements
emphasising their differences from Polyhegemonic communities would be employed to catalyse the
formation of affective bonds, thus reinstituting these hierarchies (Ahmed, 2014; Fair, 2018).
One method of achieving “unification” is to cut out the Pacific nations, communities, and
perspectives that contradict the established structures of Pacific unity. Pacific unity in PCA
performance contexts is heavily reliant on setting aside internal disputes about power and violence
(Arbon, 2021T). To engage with Micronesian and Melanesian climate injustice is also to engage
with anti-Micronesian and anti-black racism in Polyhegemonic communities, a process against
which there has been significant opposition (Jetn̄ il-Kijiner, 2011b; Taleni, 2020). It also interrupts
notions of the Pacific as the homogeneously most vulnerable area to climate injustice. A further case
that could be made, in keeping with the role of colonial blood quantum in the construction of
Polyhegemonix, could also be that blood quantum logics are being applied, not just to genealogies,
but also to rhetoric in PCA performance. An admixture of superficially unlike causes in PCA
performance would, according to this reasoning, dilute the message of unified climate justice, and
thus render the performance ineffective. I thus argue that these choices are made to distance PCA
music from these further forms of struggle, and reinforce alignments with centres of white power.
The following section will also deal with white colonial systems embedded in PCA performance,
focusing in particulary on gendersexuality and disability.

6.3 CHEP Males / CHEP Females
CHEP male / female binaries are used to represent Pasifika and Pacific Indigenous communities in
our totality in order to reinforce moral, political, and tempospatial boundaries. As previously
mentioned, CHEP stands for cis-hetero-enabled-perisex, and refers to the concentrations of
gendersexuality and ability privilege. In this section, I will describe how the framing of Pasifika and
Pacific Indigenous communities as solely CHEP male or CHEP female interact with aesthetic
ideals, notions of tradition and generationality, labour, and legibility. I will begin by detailing the
main manifestations of CHEP male-CHEP female universal-binarist groupings. Following this, I
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will describe how the perceptions and arrangements of beauty and tradition in PCA music reinforce
ableism and cisheteroperisexism. Afterwards, how CHEP binarism is entangled with hegemonic
time-space demarcations, including those that define generational borders, will be discussed.
Subsequently, I will outline the implications for these divisions and erasures in activist labour.
Finally, the illegibility of Pasifiqueeredisabled people in PCA performance time-spaces and how
this negates notions of PCA performances as all-inclusive will be examined.
The commonly-used phrase “brothers and sisters” is often used to convey CHEP male
masculinity and CHEP female femininity. Although it is possible for the phrase to include trans and/
or intersex girls, women, boys, and men, and it could potentially include disabled binary-gendered
people, it is generally used in contexts that do not discuss the specifics of trans or disabled
experience (Fuamatu, 2020; Godfrey, 2020). A glaring gap in its construction is the omission of
most non-binary people, and because of the yoking of trans, intersex, and non-binary existence, and
the frequent omission of disabled lives, it can reasonably be assumed that these communities are not
intended to be actively recalled in the overwhelming majority of its usages (Menon, 2017; Sins
Invalid, 2019). Another instance of these splits is in the arrangement of voices and bodies in PCA
performance: many Pacific Indigenous dance and musical forms, as they are now used in sanctioned
settings, require rigid gendersex divisions between CHEP females and CHEP males (Steiner, 2015;
Tahana, 2019). It is possible for people who do not fit into one of these two categories to take part
in PCA music. Nonetheless, it is generally required that one performs and presents as one or the
other, not as both, and not as neither (Glint, 2021T; The Spinoff, 2020; 350 Pacific, 2018). The
following subsections will examine the ramifications of these binaries through notions of beauty,
tradition, generationality, labour, and (il)legibility, and thus further explain the social and cultural
consequences of Polyhegemonix in PCA performance.

6.3.1 Aesthetics and Tradition
As previously discussed, what qualifies as “tradition” is fairly confined in PCA music. Notions of
tradition significantly inform the aesthetic values of PCA music as well. The Pacific Indigenous
traditional music used in these contexts is typically characterised by strict divisions between CHEP
female and CHEP male performers in terms of clothing, bodies, voice parts, antiphony,
choreography, and further gendered forms and expressions (Steiner, 2015; Tahana, 2019; The
Spinoff, 2020). Classical notions of TāVāism often highlight gender binarism, specifically through
frameworks of gender complementarity (Māhina, 2010). The CHEP gender binarism present in PCA
music is typical of classical TāVāist notions of symmetry: however, as has been discussed,
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“symmetry is not equality” (Tecun & Ka‘ili, 2020). Although there are acknowledgements of
inequality in PCA performance and Pacific Indigenous contexts more widely, divergences in how to
ethically engage with inequitable circumstances persist (Tamapeau et al., 2021T).
A further stop lies in the assumption that all Pasifika people are talented performers—unlike
Pākehā culture, these abilities are expected to be innate in and utilised by both binary gendersexes
(Jolly, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020). As well as requirements of enabledness, there are also further
expectations of social, cultural, artistic, and rhetorical skills, which pose further problems in terms
of both who can participate in PCA music and, more widely, who can be considered an authentic
Pacific person (Tahana, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020). Some of the perspectives of Pasifika people who
do not fulfil the established terms of Pacific Indigeneity can be found in the following statement: “I
always felt bad like not being able to have the voice […] like, I don’t have a lot of musical skills, I
just listen… and I just judge” (Cama, 2021T).] As described in this quote, the designation of an
absence of valued skills is frequently accompanied by community-reinforced feelings of
inadequacy. However, also discussed in this quote is that there are multiple ways of engaging and
participating in Pacific Indigenous music that are not solely dependent upon performance.
Although gender binarism is often narrated as being traditional in Pacific Indigenous
contexts, this can be complicated by further, often marginalised accounts of Pacific Indigenous
pasts (McMullin & Kihara, 2018; Pouesi, 2017; Taulapapa McMullin, 2019). As recounted in the
following exchange, structures of gender in contemporary Pacific Indigenous contexts are subject to
multiple cultural shifts and adaptations.
Luka: Do you think that there are any ways in which art, music, dance, performance get
used to create or keep divisions and then, what do you think the purposes and effects of those are?
Glint: Yes, so I think because art… in the Pacific or any Indigenous arts is tied up with anthropology
and we have some constructs that are hard to break […] so in terms of gender, I think that we have
this preoccupation with gendered art forms that perhaps we didn’t have before. Or if we did, it makes
the divisions more strict. Also, just like the ideas of the movements as well you know… that the
women’s movements were graceful - this kind of thing I think it’s very […] not only divisive and
restrictive, but perhaps even Westernised because it’s very much about this kind of idea of like the
‘lady’, and you can see the embedded Western ideas of femininity. (Glint, 2021T)

As described here, the gender divisions and categories in Pacific Indigenous contexts have been
made more rigid. Previously, there were much greater degrees of gender fluidity and variety
(Dvorak et al., 2018; McMullin & Kihara, 2018). Although it is possible to negate Polyhegemonic
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gendersex binarism, as I once flirted with by switching between alto and tenor (respectively coded
as CHEP female and CHEP male voice parts) in a hymn sung during a march, general communal
disapproval usually prevents this. Gender fixity frequently leads to compounded discriminations
against not only Pasifika gendersexuality-divergent people but Pasifiqueeredisabled people as well:
this is because binary gendered labour roles are inherently enabled (Jolly, 2019). Thus, this is one of
the many manifestations that demonstrates how ableism and cisheteroperisexism are entangled.

6.3.2 Generationality
Conceptualisations of tradition are deeply linked to notions of generational distinctions. This shapes
whose knowledge is considered valuable, who is permitted to transfer which forms of knowledge to
whom, by whom, and how power is distributed across age groups and many further communal
markers (Tamapeau et al., 2021T). As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, TāVāism acknowledges
the multiple cultural arrangements of time and space; culture is not a solely ethnoracial category,
and can also include forms that are defined by dis/ability and gendersexuality communities. An
example of this is discussed by Selu in the next quote.
Heterotemporality. Yeah, straight people time. This idea that time is different… You know
how time, the concept of time, changes across cultures? If you put Rainbow communities as
cultural paradigms, then we have a different concept of time than our cisgender and straight
equivalents […] For us, the concept of time looks different because when you first realise about your
identity, you almost have to re-go through the social puberty phases, and if you are trans and you’re
going on to medical waiting lists, then, you might be on those lists for years to get top surgery or
bottom surgery or you have to go through a whole new process of literally going through puberty
again as your body changes with hormone replacement therapy, so […] that creates this whole new
idea of what a generation looks like. And I think you’re right those gaps are massive, when you […]
talk about queer people who are Gen X and queer people who are Millennials, that gap is much
wider than the gap between straight cisgender Gen X and straight cisgender Millenials. Because
we’ve had major and rapid change, but not at the same time. (Tamapeau & Selu, 2021T)

These circumstances thus complicate notions of time in Pacific communities as continuous, and
notions of generationality in Pacific communities as linear and ordered. Often, the multiplicities of
time-space are, in a jagged, splintering reduction, truncated to “the romanticised, eternal past” and
“the flawed, defective present” (Fair, 2018; The Spinoff, 2020). As demonstrated in the previous
quote, the inconsistencies, tearing, and transformations inherent in Pasifiqueeredisabled
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generationality interrupt the ideas of uniformity and stability that often accompany Pacific CHEP
notions of generationality (Ritchie, 2020).
The elders in PCA performance contexts, regardless of their identities, are strongly coded as
CHEP (350 Pacific, 2019a). From this occurrence, which is a microcosm of wider Pacific
Indigenous hierarchies, myriad questions can be posed. Several of these queries concern who our
elders are, how we narrate our genealogies, how colonial paradigms can be embedded in notions of
ancestry, how these processes of establishment function, and why these arrangements are in place
(Cama, 2021T). Another focuses on the interlinking of older generations and valuable knowledge: if
the majority of people in authoritative epistemic positions are in possession of concentrated
privileges, what does this communicate about whose knowledge, experiences, and conceptions of
justice do we value, and why? As previously considered in Chapter 5, although one of the functions
of PCA music is to provide room for Pasifika youth to learn ancestral performance and further kinds
of knowledge, the notions of what qualifies as “ancestral” are confined in such a way as to reinforce
Polyhegemonic and further elitist oppressive systems.
These models of generationality frequently erase the presence of Pacific Indigenous
communal diversity: these erasures, in turn, also impact on the mental health and wellbeing of
multiply marginalised Pasifika communities (Tātoutātou, 2019). One of the methods used by
Pasifiqueeredisabled communities to counter and break from hegemonic notions of generationality,
and nurture further kinds of generationality that better sustain Pasifika multiply marginalised
wellbeing is to narrate our own pasts (Thompson-Browne, 2021). As discussed in the poem by
Trinity Thompson-Browne, notions of what was designated autism through western biomedical
models would, instead of being perceived as a defect, be perceived as a skill and further dimension
of personhood through Indigenous paradigms of relationality. The capacities of neurodivergent
people to embody certain knowledges, for instance, can be immensely useful in remembering
genealogies, constellations, navigation techniques, and many further reservoirs of Indigenous
knowledge (Thompson-Browne, 2021). This remark, however, is not intended to uphold neoliberal
capitalist models of appraisal that rank the importance of individuals through their utility: valuing
people through genealogies and relationality is a characteristic of many Pacific Indigenous
paradigms, which thus conflict with individualised allocations of worth. But, as will be discussed in
Chapter 8, neoliberal capitalist models of labour are present in PCA performance and surrounding
contexts. In the next section, however, the labour of Pasifiqueeredisabled people in relation to PCA
performance context assimilation and associated areas will be reviewed.
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6.3.3 Pasifiqueeredisabled Labour
The labour—and indeed, existence—of Pasifiqueeredisabled people in and around PCA music, as
well as in wider communal and societal contexts, is significant. This is rarely acknowledged or
discussed, however, in hegemonic settings (Fruean, 2020; Talamahina, 2021T; Tamapeau, 2021T;
Tamapeau & Selu, 2021T).
Yeah, I always feel like queer people […] in any organisation, are always doing real groundwork shit
that no one sees and doing things that no one likes to do […] and I think it’s just, I don’t know if
we’re used to it, or, we’re expecting that we’re gonna be treated like that so that we never ask for
[better treatment] but I think that it’s […] a really interesting one, because how do you ask for
something like that when, you know, the whole structure of everything is so cooked [laughs] […]
Like you don’t even know how to […] feel deserved in that kind of context […] Because we be
sharing fucking space with these straights all the fucking time and you know, like it’s just, it’s
actually quite exhausting. Yeah, it’s really exhausting, and, just kinda yuck. (Talamahina, 2021T)

The previous quote describes the stark labour inequalities in PCA and further environments, as well
as the inequities of responsibility, the expectations of bad treatment, the time-space imbalances, and
the fatigue that is brought on from requirements of increased organisational and emotional labour.
As an additional note, “cooked” is a reference to captain cook, and the pervasiveness of colonial
power. It is to be noted that quantities of labour could be rearranged so that those with privilege are
required to do more labour (Sins Invalid, 2019). However, this option is not taken in PCA
performance, thus deepening pre-existing inequalities, as opposed to seeking to remedy and
equalise (Cama, 2021T; Sins Invalid, 2019).
Talking about these inequalities, however, can get one branded a complainer, troublemaker,
or dissident, with distinctly negative connotations: these undertones are grounded in notions that to
critique a movement is to diminish it, and that critique interrupts the continuity and unity of
movements for justice (Talamahina, 2021T).
Yeah, cause, I don’t know, like as a trans person, kind of constantly expecting something like that to
be not fixed, but it just gets so tiring that you’re like, oh, I’m just like fucking complaining all the
time, I must be so annoying! (Talamahina, 2021T)

In further contexts, such as living situations, similar patterns can be found.
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It’s not that I don’t like gathering with others but there were a lot of parties all weekend in a damp
mouldy household with strangers who were straight ppl. My autism/slight speech delays couldn’t
handle that many energies. I went through a lot of distress and it was really confrontational. I would
call people out a little bit when they were being problematic, and then it ended up being my fault, so
I ended up internalising and dissociating in my room and sleeping on campus. (Lily, 2021T)

Demonstrated in both examples is a particular established pattern: CHEP people locating “the
problem,” the source of discord, in the bodyminds of Pasifiqueeredisabled people, as opposed to in
the oppressive structures that govern hegemonised time-space (Ahmed, 2006; Ahmed, 2014). A
transgression of these boundaries, instead of the confines of the boundaries themselves, is
repetiously declared to be disharmonious, to such an extent—and from such positions of hegemonic
authority—that these notions are often internalised by Pasifiqueeredisabled people ourselves. It is
important to note that significant layers of trauma can be built up through these categorisations and
restrictions (Nakhid et al., 2020). In these situations, complaint can have multiple beneficial effects:
one of these is that, through the act of criticising oppressive structures, many of us who have had
similar experiences are sometimes able to find each other (Ahmed, 2018; Tamapeau et al., 2021T).
Participants regularly noted the need for various aspects of PCA performance and wider
communal and societal structures to change (Tamapeau et al., 2021T). However, participants also
noted a number of barriers in effecting these transformations.
It’s going to take a lot of like fucking effort to [change Pasifika climate activism] and […] it’s going
to take a lot of time and bitch people are tired […] and they don’t get paid nearly enough […] yeah,
we have a relatively high [minimum wage] compared to like the islands […] but you know, people
are working 80-hour weeks, they don’t have time to invest in it and so there’s so much shit that can
get done if people were able to have the breathing space to not just be on survival mode 24/7. When
you have to be on survival mode 24/7, you’re not going to friggin want to, there’s not a lot of
incentive to change the status quo. Um so that was just another way of blaming everything on
capitalism. (Cama, 2021T)

In addition to the economic, psychological, physical, emotional, and further obstructions to
changing PCA performance and further PCA contexts as described above, there are further blocks.
In the following quote, it is further noted that, even if some of these changes were to occur, they
could potentially be co-opted.
It’s not always easy to be on intersectional praxis all the time, but there is space to grow out of
unlearning colonised ways and it’s a privilege to recognise what doesn’t affect you, and being
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accountable when ignorance is presented. It does take common sense to be an ally, but it also takes
decolonising what you were conditioned under so we are able to move forward with knowledge that
we haven’t been taught. There are so many creative ways to advocate and so many nuances but
tokenism, transactionality and performativity isn’t the way. (Lily, 2021T)

As discussed in the two quotes above, even modifications in PCA time-spaces that are purportedly
for intersectional liberation can be repurposed for improved perceptions of organisations, as
opposed to structural changes that are rigorously anti-oppressive. Upon deeper inspections,
privileges are commonly evident and reinforced through which issues are addressed in which
activists’ labour (Lily, 2021T). Performative labour in activist groups is not an uncommon
occurrence, and this can be used to eclipse more extensive, perhaps less flashy, less amplified
movements towards justice (Meivisi, 2021T).
During one talanoa, there was discussion of the interconnected processes of: CHEP-led
violence pushing Pasifiqueeredisabled people out of PCA organisations; these absences being
explained through Pasifiqueeredisabled people supposedly being apathetic towards climate
injustice; how frontlines communities’ experiences of climate injustice are intersectional and thus
disparate (Dwyer & Woolf, 2018); and how epistemic and ethical barricades create unequal access
to support and representation. In relation to these circumstances, the following was stated:
It’s both, ugh, the reason for and the danger of splitting movements up into smaller, smaller
groups because you can continue to split […] again and again until you realise “[…] intersectional
practice is an issue, and we need to think about this intersectionally” rather than “oh, this is a queer
issue, so we’re going to divide, oh, this is a black and white issue, so we’re going to divide, oh, this
is a men and women issue so we’re going to divide, oh, what about trans and non-binary folks, we’re
gonna divide, trans people divide,” and all of a sudden you’ve got this group of three people who are
the activist group who talking about climate change but they are queer-identifying, non-binary,
Black, femme-bodied folks who can’t get along with the mainstream white organisation that they
originally started with, but the blandstream white organisation has 300 activists and a following of
half a million […] and they’ve got the visibility and the kind of monopoly over the narratives, and
then all of a sudden, you feel drained and left behind and exhausted and angry and all of the things.
(Selu, 2021T)

Selu adds that, although concentrations of oppressions also occur in Pasifika activism, this is often
suppressed because the experiences and perspectives of multiply marginalised people are frequently
perceived to scare off potential supporters (Selu, 2021T).
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Pasifiqueeredisabled labour in PCA performance items takes on multiple forms. All
publicised PCA music has only included people who are able-bodied, or who have the capacity to
present themselves as able-bodied for the entirety of performances (350 Pacific, 2018; 350 Pacific
Wellington, 2019). In addition to this, PCA music and its preparation often requires accessing
inaccessible locations. Thus, participating in PCA music frequently places undue demands on
Pasifika disabled people (Lily, 2021T; Sandahl, 2003). The positive emotional displays embedded
in PCA music are also a site of ableism: these positive emotional performances frequently require
facial expressions and body language that are typical of enabled methods of emotional presentation
and recognition (The Spinoff, 2020). It is, of course, possible for PCA music to not use these
affective modes. However, because Pasifiqueeredisabled participation in PCA performance in ways
that do not conform to CHEP conventions are widely discouraged, it often requires significantly
more effort from Pasifiqueeredisabled people to enter, interact with, and remain in PCA
performance contexts. Thus, PCA music is something that can require not only more labour from
Pasifiqueeredisabled people, but the acceptance of and assimilation into enabled methods of
communication and existence (Sin Invalid, 2019).
The inequities between Pasifiqueeredisabled and Pasifika CHEP people in PCA performance
and related contexts have now been discussed in terms of divisions of work, emotional labour,
epistemic silencing, tempospatial violence, and PCA performance ideals. However, there is a further
area of labour that is often required from Pasifiqueeredisabled people in PCA contexts: the
invisibilisation of Pasifiqueeredisabled traits. In the following subsection, I will examine how
Pasifiqueeredisabled illegibility and presentations of PCA performance openness coincide.

6.3.4 Legibility & Illusions of Openness
PCA performance is often presented as a space that is all-inclusive, but, as described in the previous
paragraphs, there are numerous experiences and perspectives through which this perception is
refuted. Because of the requirements of these kinds of unification, Pasifiqueeredisabled people often
become illegible in presentations of togetherness and harmony. In this subsection, through
discussions of intersectional oppressions, masculinity, kinship, and representation, how
Pasifiqueeredisabled communities are rendered absent and non-extant in PCA performance and
contexts will be explained. The illegibility of oppressed communities is crucial in concealing
violence: because this concealment assists in perpetuating said violence, which communities are
acknowledged as extant is a significant determinant of the wider ethical and political context.
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One of the issues in hegemonic constructions of climate injustice is that the sole issue to
combat in PCA performance is racism. However, Lugones, in critiques of Quijano’s coloniality of
power (discussed in Chapter 3), describes how, instead of one being a subset of the other, the
coloniality of gender and the coloniality of power are mutually foundational (Lugones, 2010).
However, this analysis is not incorporated into PCA performance and further actions against climate
injustice: instead, these critiques and analyses are frequently omitted in service of a homogenising
unity (The Spinoff, 2020). Thus, the specific violences that target Pasifiqueeredisabled people and
further Pacific Indigenous multiply marginalised people are invisibilised. Engaging with an entity
that has hegemonically been declared non-extant can be almost impossible in mainstream contexts.
Because of this, the aforementioned excision of experience significantly obstructs attempts to
combat intersectional oppressions, and thus, work towards climate justice in its totality.
As discussed in Chapter 5, the dominance of CHEP male masculinity in PCA performance
eclipses CHEP female feminine warriorhood. However, what both of these constructions also
facilitate is the exclusion and concealment of non-CHEP-male masculinities, such as disabled,
intersex, trans, and/or female masculinities (Fedenko, 2018; Lim-Bunnin, 2020; McMullin &
Kihara, 2018; Sakaguchi, 2015; Wall & Pagonis, 2020). The absence of these forms of masculinity,
and the lack of discussion about this gap, reinforces the idea that masculinity in any other bodymind
is wrong, incomplete, unethical, and/or incorrect, thus upholding colonial gender binarist violence.
One of the functions of the phrase “brothers and sisters” is that it locates those described as
kin. As previously discussed in this chapter, Pasifiqueeredisabled people are frequently positioned
outside of the encompassment of this phrasing, thus locating us as non-kin. Although “siblings and/
or cousins” can be used to express familial connections without binarist exclusions, the former
phrase is the most commonly used one (Menon, 2017). Thus, more expansive forms of kinship are
refused in favour of familial organisation that is predicated on ordering people into clean divisions.
The activist networks through PCA performance and related contexts regularly rely on multiple
forms of kinship in order to function. However, these networks are also commonly built on
assumptions and expectations of enabledness, as described in the following quote.
I think being autistic as well, I don’t know if you have this problem, but it’s like […] I’m trying to be
friends with everybody, or be nice to everybody, but, and then it’s like: wait, who calls me their
friend? (Lily, 2021T)
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As previously discussed, a lot of the supposed benefits for Pasifika people in PCA music are denied
to Pasifiqueeredisabled people: this includes social networks that can provide communal care.
Pasifiqueeredisabled people are often required to be more accommodating and take on further
labour in PCA performance and further contexts. Pasifiqueeredisabled are, therefore, sometimes
liminally positioned in Polyhegemonic kinship structures: expected to give, but not to receive.
These severed networks of reciprocity thus have significant implications for the wellbeing of
Pasifiqueeredisabled communities and our capacities to work within PCA performance contexts.
In order for Pasifiqueeredisabled people to be acknowledged as kin, and in order to be
legible in hegemonic environments, there are a number of sacrifices that must be made. For
example, sometimes Pasifiqueeredisabled communities and organisations will use LGBTQIA+ and
similar structures (Arbon, 2021T). Sometimes this is done because these frameworks contain the
communal names with which people identify, but identifying with these terms can also be a result of
structural coercion in order to be recognised as something, albeit Other, rather than nothing (LimBunnin, 2020). Pasifiqueeredisabled people are also often required in hegemonic queer spaces to
conform to western colonial notions of what gendersexuality-divergence is. As Tamapeau has
stated, “[They] represent us back to ourselves in the way that it’s easier for them to
understand” (Tamapeau & Selu, 2021T). I argue that, in order for Pasifiqueeredisabled people to be
recognised as kin, similar processes of Othering also occur. There are many methods that
Pasifiqueeredisabled communities use to recognise ourselves on our own terms, reaffirm our
kinships, and narrate ourselves back into historical, political, and cultural accounts. One of these is
through the exchange of words, art, and care between each other, of which ‘afa music is one form.
The primary reason why Pasifiqueeredisabled perspectives in PCA performance and
surrounding contexts are crucial is because these presences allow for comprehensive engagements
in the multiple violences of climate injustice. If the communities against which there are violences
are not acknowledged as extant, then these targeted violences can also be rendered nonexistent. As
discussed, the universal-binarist constructions of the frontlines / sidelines and CHEP males / CHEP
females result in multiple exclusions by way of race, class, dis/ability, gendersexuality, and
epistemic positioning. These are relevant because of wider constructions of what Pacific Indigenous
people can and should be, which also influence who receives violence: this is often heightened in
moments of crisis such as the catastrophic state of climate injustice, as will be revisited in Chapter
8. PCA peformance functions as it does, with constructs of familiarity and togetherness, because of
the erasure of Pasifiqueeredisabled people: I argue that the position of PCA music as a collective,
optimistic, liberatory activist art form is predicated on the illegibility of Pasifiqueeredisabled
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communities. Thus, in order for PCA music to maintain its current hegemonic legibility,
Pasifiqueeredisabled experiences, perspectives, and people must remain illegible in its contexts.
Having now discussed illegibility in this chapter, in the next chapter, how ‘afa music renders
Pasifiqueeredisabled communities legible and cultivates change will be discussed.
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7. ‘Afa Music & Change
The previous chapters have examined how various oppressive structures are present in PCA music.
This chapter will focus on the role of ‘afa music in challenging and dismantling these systems. I
will begin by defining ‘afa music in relation to Samoan cosmologies. Following this, I will detail
how ‘afa music maintains and engenders connections between Pasifiqueeredisabled people: this
involves relational, political, emotional, and ideological links. I will first explain how ‘afa music
allows for articulations of anti-oppressive and transformational politics. I will then consider
Pasifiqueeredisabled intracommunal relationships, and examine how these are sustained through
‘afa music. Subsequently, the part that ‘afa music plays in reimagining and actioning just futures
will be recounted. Following this, reflections upon how ‘afa music and talanoa during this research
project have yielded key analyses of social systems and climate justice processes will be provided.
‘Afa music is thus integral to Pasifiqueeredisabled collectivity and efforts towards climate justice.

7.1 ‘Afa Music
Having previously introduced ‘afa music in Chapter 4, in this section, I will here explain why ‘afa
music is so named. I will do this through Samoan conceptions and embodiments of connectivity,
which are also to varying extents present in wider Pacific Indigenous societies. ‘Afa symbolises and
embodies multiple forms of connection, and it is through these that Pasifiqueeredisabled
communities can form our own ethical conceptions to utilise in climate justice and further contexts.
If PCA performance can be conceptualised in terms of centres and peripheries, ‘afa music
would perhaps be categorised as belonging to the edges. However, ‘afa music, like ‘afa itself, has
both central and peripheral presences and dimensions, as demonstrated in the following quote.
Afa, sennet or the cord that is plaited from the fibres of the coconut husk, is what binds together
wooden crafts, lashes and keeps in beauty and shape the Samoan fale; binds and renders seaworthy
the different vehicles and provides the figurative links, physical and spiritual between generations.
(Le Tagaloa, 1996, p. 1; see also Tamapeau et al., 2016)

‘Afa music is thus named because it describes music that crosses time-space and connects people
and places, as well as the genealogies of ideas, families, and practices. Although there are various
ways of describing the links within Pasifiqueeredisabled communities, I assert that our paramount
connections are through shared experiences of violence and survival: I use neither resistance nor
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thrivance as terms that define our collectives in totality because not all of us share these modes of
existence (Feu‘u, 2013; Jolivette, 2020). Both queering and disabling are painful and traumatic
processes because, in Pacific Indigenous contexts, these are inherently colonial (Johnson, 2019;
Thompson-Browne, 2021). ‘Afa music allows for connections through these collective points of
impact, and encourages exchanging forms of knowing and being: communal networks that provide
the support necessary for change are created through this. Via shared preferences in musical style,
political discussions through music, and mutual vulnerability and trust, ‘afa music strengthens
intracommunal bonds and empowers Pasifiqueeredisabled communities to reject hegemonic realms
of existence, and (re)find and (re)create further dimensions of being (Tamapeau et al., 2021T).

7.2 Links & Change
As discussed in the previous section, genealogical, affective, and ethical ties travel through and
between Pasifiqueeredisabled people via ‘afa music. In this section, I will discuss how ‘afa music
allows for and affirms the expression of marginalised political positions and processes. I will then
detail how ‘afa music supports and sustains relationships within Pasifiqueeredisabled communities.
Following this, the ways in which ‘afa music makes room for other, anti-oppressive futures will be
explained. In the last subsection of this chapter, I will consider how ‘afa music and the talanoa
carried out for this research have provided insights into hierarchies, organisational structures, and
sustained anti-oppressive praxis.

7.2.1 Ideological Alignments
Because of ‘afa music’s ubiquity, it is also present in conventionalised PCA performance, although
not usually as the ostensible “central” items. Instead, it can show up in side-comments and on signs,
as the following example illustrates.
I did have, in my opinion, THE best sign, and […] it was shouting out my incarcerated king. YP!
Because it was a play on his terms and he’s saying retaliation is a must, ain’t no maybe ifs or buts.
Mine was: climate justice is a must, ain’t no maybes ifs or buts.” (Cama, 2021T; Onefour, 2019)

Thus, ‘afa music can be used to critique liberalised corruptions of climate justice, and drag these
notions back to the radical groundings of climate justice. The use of Onefour (stylised as
ONEFOUR: Samoan Australian rap group and gang that specialises in drill) lyrics, even with
discrepancies between musicians’ experiences and those of the listeners, nonetheless is
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representative of wider attitudes of not being amenable to oppression (Onefour, 2019). ‘Afa music,
because it has not (yet) been claimed by hegemonic organisations, can allow for much more
expansive expressions of agency, and thus its purposes can exist beyond these limitations.
My requirements for putting stuff on there for myself […] is that […] it’s music that inspires me that,
for the most part is made by POC folks, and that also, ideally, has something to do with
transformation. So I tend to play that while I’m working a lot. For exactly those reasons.” (Tamapeau
& Selu, 2021T; see also Princess Nokia, 2016)

The previous quote underscores the importance of change and metamorphosis, in political, physical,
mental, emotional, spiritual, senses, as well as the connections between these. Being able to
surround oneself with like experiences, and perspectives that encourage more critical,
compassionate praxis are vital in continuing Pasifiqueeredisabled existence and resistance.

7.2.2 Intracommunal Relationships
Another role of ‘afa music is that it allows for connections to be made between Pasifiqueeredisabled
people, and, through these connections, provide time and space for reflections about these
relationships and interdependences.
Sometimes my cynicism can […] undermine my other Pacific Rainbow people who actually know
what they’re doing, know exactly what they’re doing, are choosing to be there, say what they’re
saying, and fight for what they’re fighting for. (Tamapeau & Selu, 2021T)

In the previous quote, the importance of respecting our collective and individual gifts is affirmed.
Recognising and valuing these skills is also important in sustained action against hegemonic
framings, which requires not only structural but personal, internal changes (Tamapeau & Selu,
2021T). In the following quote, how affinities between Pasifiqueeredisabled people are further
nourished through exchanges of music is described.
I’ve been listening to a lot of mixes lately, of friends that have been sending me stuff. How does that
make me feel? Uh, real thankful that someone […] like, a friend, or anyone can be vulnerable to
send you something that’s something that’s so personal and private to them, it feels like an honour,
really. (Talamahina, 2021T)
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As described, connecting through music and art can allow for deeper, more intimate forms of
relationality, and nuances and freedom of communication that are not possible through other kinds
of exchange. These forms of flexibility and vulnerability are paramount elements of
Pasifiqueeredisabled relationships, connections, and communal and cultural sustenance. In contexts
characterised by multiple oppressions, these connectivities are vital to the continuity of
Pasifiqueeredisabled communities and lives, as they provide reflections of like experiences, timespaces in which to share similar experiences, and senses of communal belonging that are, in most
other contexts, inaccessible. As has been discussed in wider Indigenous climate justice contexts,
change requires trust (Whyte, 2020b). Trust requires respect, vulnerability, and shared ground,
which means that ‘afa music and its generative links are a vital part of sustaining anti-oppressive
praxes. However, without systems in place that sustain wellbeing, movements towards justice often
burn out. As directly stated by Selu in the following quote, one of the many purposes of ‘afa music
is to clear pathways for community care.
The role of community care in building that new rule book or guidebook or communities or spaces,
like, how do we ensure that we’re still doing that? (Tamapeau & Selu, 2021T)

This sentiment has connections to many further movements and discourses that involve breaking
the world to transform it, and/or creating other worlds entirely, such as Afro pessimism (King et al.,
2020). The statement also expresses the importance of community care—often hindered by
hegemonic structures—in shared understandings of intersectional justice and liberation, including in
PCA performance and Indigenous activist spaces, as well as further contexts.

7.2.3 Forging Futurities
‘Afa music is also vital in imagining, constructing, and reshaping Pacific Indigenous futurities. As
previously detailed, a plethora of changes are needed to facilitate the processes and tasks required to
combat intersectional oppressions and thus carry out climate justice in its totality. The following
quote expresses hopes and capacities for future change.
I feel […] because of working in pākehā frameworks for so long, things never get rebirthed in the
way that they need, like, regenerate themselves or rejuvenate themselves, I feel like people of colour
have that sort of essence to do things like that really easily [and] who knows, maybe it would just
rock so much, and we would never have to go back to falling under capitalism and white supremacy.
(Talamahina, 2021T)
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Described here are our powers to revitalise and recreate. This is a vital component of Indigenous
resistance, and thrivance, as destroying coloniality requires radically different methods of
generation and connection, some of which have not yet been formed. This, however, is not as
uncomplicated as removing hegemonic infrastructure: what is also alluded to in the quote is an issue
with various standpoint theories, including Indigenous women’s standpoint theory, Indigenous
standpoint theory, and feminist standpoint theory (Moreton-Robinson, 2013). Although the
experiences of oppression can result in rigorous critiques of oppressive structures and extensive
understandings of how to dismantle them, the state of marginality itself does not guarantee a break
from hegemonic structures. As Shirley Anne Tate has described, we are “sutured” to white
supremacy, and further colonial structures (Tate, 2020). Thus, the processes of separating ourselves
from them, although necessary, can often be painful, frightening, uncertain, and haphazard
(Tamapeau & Selu, 2021T). In light of these complexities, ‘afa music can also provide bolsters
against the distress that transformational, justice-oriented processes and efforts can induce.
Gospel music is interesting because they don’t often tell stories, it’s like two or three lines, a
repeated call and response, and it’s about […] the shared sense of this building tide that comes and
goes in waves, and it’s about, I think, a sensory experience of confession, a call to action, which is
apparently what I needed this year. (Tielu, 2021T)

As evoked in the previous quote, sonic washes, and the ebbing, fluid consistency of some forms of
music can be an important element of solace through sensory experiences. Furthermore, this solace
can not only be a pathway to contemplation and comfort, but also, through this, a catalyst that
provides the impetus to act.

7.2.4 Further Contemplations
As discussed, ‘afa music can provide the connective time and space for voicing opposition to
multiple unjust ideologies, support Pasifiqueeredisabled people through situations of turmoil and
violence, bring forth further reflections and considerations about how we relate to each other as
multiple communities, and can allow us to imagine and implement just futures.
Through ‘afa music, the centre of Pasifika communities can be moved from Polyhegemonic
hierarchical circles to Pasifiqueeredisabled and further multiply marginalised collectives. In
reflecting on my previous academic work, much of this has focused on speaking back to
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Polyhegemonic groups. However, a common theme during talanoa was the importance of centring
ourselves: incessant focuses on oppression can be harmful, and sometimes, perhaps often, the most
fruitful activities are found in nurturing healing in our own time-spaces, as opposed to continually
opposing what is external (Tamapeau et al., 2021T). Because oppressive structures place profound
limits on people, oppressions can also impact the minds and imaginations of oppressed people: one
way of counteracting this is to connect with each other and reimagine worlds and futures (Biko,
1971/1978; Smith, 2021).
A further finding was that, although egalitarianism in activist organisations can be
beneficial, this is not always what achieves the most favourable results (Cama, 2021T). Supposed
equality of power in formal settings can often result in pre-existing oppressive hierarchies
reproducing themselves (Tuafuti, 2011). Because of this, I claim that inverting vertical hierarchies,
so that the communities who experience the most direct and detrimental outcomes of oppressive
systems are provided with plentiful support, respect, and reimbursement that allow for critical
decisions to be made in terms of how these systems are understood and destroyed. However, a
difficulty with this is that, although these representational changes can be made, they can be
coopted for exploitative ends (Denali, 2021; Lily, 2021T; Tamapeau & Selu, 2021T; Wark, 2019).
Following on from the previous discussions, greater numbers of Pasifika multiply marginalised
people in positions of power in large numbers of organisations is one way of counteracting these
diversions, and expanding anti-oppressive activism and ethics.
Evidently, this does not mean expulsion of Polyhegemonic communities from these
organisations, nor does it mean that the same oppressive structures should exist, just with the
positions reversed (Eddo-Lodge, 2017). PCA performance contexts and surrounding areas can and
should still be environments that can facilitate learning for Pasifika people at various stages of
cultural and political consciousness (Meivisi, 2021T). This, however, does not mean that structural
violence of any kind should go unchallenged (Eddo-Lodge, 2017). In order to carry out these
changes, however, the structural analyses and epistemic labour of Pasifiqueeredisabled and further
multiply marginalised communities are necessary: because of the previously discussed oppressive
contexts in which this can take place, the connections made between multiply marginalised people
are essential in supporting these actions and networks, as has been discussed by Selu (Tamapeau &
Selu, 2021T).
The connections that are made through ‘afa music are pathways through which advice about
how to deal with mental health struggles and occasional episodes of despair, discussions through
which hope and belief in just futures are reinvigorated, and representations of Pasifiqueeredisabled
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experiences and perspectives can be transmitted (Tamapeau, 2021T; Tamapeau & Selu, 2021T).
‘Afa music thus assists in replenishing the resistance of Pasifiqueeredisabled against colonial
hegemonic structures, has a major role in contemplating and constructing our relationships to each
other, and allows for imagining and implementing futures in which Indigenous disabled
gendersexuality-divergent and further multiply marginalised communities flourish. In the next
chapter, reflections upon the methodological and theoretical dimensions of the research, as well as
of major events that occurred during the course of the research, will be given.
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8. Evaga ✕ Discussion
During the course of completing this research, a series of significant events in Pacific regional
politics, New Zealand climate action, and University of Auckland cover-up uncoverings occurred
(Mau, 2021). Some of these happenings included the murder of Polikalepo Kefu, the disbandment
of School Strike 4 Climate in New Zealand, and the screening of the documentary High Tide Don’t
Hide (Kay et al., 2021). These occurrences opened up numerous conversations about the topics that
have been discussed in this thesis so far but, due to time-space constraints, these were not all able to
be discussed in depth. This chapter will discuss areas for further research and recent happenings that
are relevant to Pasifiqueeredisabled climate justice work and related areas. I will first consider how
talanoa were performed in this project, as well as the manifestations of queered/disabled divisions
and neoliberal postcapitalism in the research contexts more widely. Following this, I will review
some of the regional and national incidents over the past year, and relate these to the analyses made
in previous chapters. “Evaga” is a Samoan word that refers to wandering, particularly at night, and
thus is being used here to allude to the often tentative, unclear nature of tracing connections
between the year’s proceedings and seemingly disparate ideas; the multiplication sign connects
“evaga” to “discussion” to convey that the egalitarian combination of both results in a separate
albeit linked entity. Through these contemplations, further dimensions of the research will be
revealed and, through these, the findings discussed in the two previous chapters will be reinforced.

8.1 Research Reflections
During talanoa, there were a number of recurring topics that could be explored further in subsequent
research projects. In this section, I will examine three main areas for future analysis: online talanoa,
queered/disabled splits, and neoliberal postcapitalism in activism. The final paragraphs will
consider the exclusionary participant recruitment used for this research, justifications for the
focuses of this project, and how some Polyhegemonic structures could be utilised in efforts for
climate justice instead of climate action.
As has been previously discussed in Chapter 2, all talanoa took place via Zoom. Interactions
and discussions via cyber-time-spaces can yield uneven results. In some ways, people can feel more
free to express feelings and thoughts that they might not be comfortable communicating if
inhabiting space with another person or other people. However, the opposite can also be true, with
people being able to exchange knowledge that would perhaps not be possible in their physical
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locations (Tielu, 2016). Bringing about noa (equality of status and rank, such that people are free to
express themselves in opposing yet relationally connected ways) within talanoa is something that is
often sought, but achieving this relies on the interlinking of many intensely mutable factors such as
vulnerability, acknowledgement of rigid and fluid power structures, and the negotiation of these.
While some of these power dynamics are mitigated because I am neither white nor CHEP, I still
hold academic power, which often inhibits the sharing of knowledge, trust, and good relations
(Tuafuti, 2011). Having done eleven talanoa with ten research participants, my conclusion is that
noa was sought but not found in these time-spaces. A number of factors contributed to this,
including that online platforms can make non-verbal cues more difficult to interpret. Further factors
are the limitations placed on time, number of talanoa, number of people involved, and the continued
presence of oppressive systems such as class and race that inform daily interactions, even—
sometimes especially—when personal relationships are established. Although this was a limitation
in the research, many critical insights into an array of matters were nonetheless made (Tamapeau et
al, 2021T). In future research, and following on from a previous point about inverted vertical
hierarchies, an potential approach that I have not yet witnessed is not merely upholding or
attempting to equalise established Pacific Indigenous hegemonies, but instead upturning these, and
observing how this changes which knowledges are shared during talanoa, by whom, and how.
Briefly mentioned during talanoa, the separation of gendersexuality-divergence from
disability, and differential treatment of the two constructs by Polyhegemonic organisations was
observed in PCA performance and further contexts (Talahamina, 2021T).
Yeah, that’s interesting. It’s so weird, it’s almost like, when it’s queer stuff, people are like, I’m not a
fucking queer! That makes me queer if I like the queer stuff. No it fucking doesn’t you fuckin egg!
(Talamahina, 2021T)

These contrasting hegemonic engagements can be found in a number of instances. For example,
there are sometimes NZSL interpreters and ramps at PCA performances, and the occasional mention
of differential experiences of climate injustice for disabled people, but a comparative lack of
discussion about gendersexuality-divergence and differential experiences of climate injustice for
gendersexuality-divergent people at these same events (Kay et al., 2021; The Spinoff, 2020).
Although my research did not focus on the causes of these separations, some underlying reasons can
be hypothesised. In hegemonic constructions, disability appears as an inherently inferior state of
being with restricted functioning, and gendersexuality-divergence appears as a threat because of
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perceptions of “equal” functioning. Inclusions of disabled people into hegemonic spaces are thus
not commonly perceived as a threat to the status quo, whereas the inclusion of people who are
gendersexuality-divergent people can be (Hillary, 2014). Although I argue that both are about
“functionality” and relationality, and both have similar creative-destructive potentials in relation to
oppressive systems, they are perceived and thus dealt with differently by CHEP centres of power.
These variances and their implications are thus areas for further research (Sins Invalid, 2019).
Another topic of discussion during talanoa was the embeddedness of neoliberal capitalism in
activist organisations (Selu, 2021T).
Ironically it starts to feel like we, in [activist] spaces, are recreating a capitalist paradigm […] and
thus… and I’m not saying that we should move to a Marxist paradigm either, but I think an
Indigenous socialist approach to the way that we do care, it’s kind of that key driver for the way that
activist movements need to be thinking about for the […] sustainability of themselves, and of their
activists. (Selu, 2021T)

As well as frequent burnout, and the ableism and classism of continuous labour requirements, a
further ramification of this ideology is the atomisation and segregation of causes. As previously
discussed, there are restrictions on which states of marginality are able to be expressed, considered,
and incorporated into PCA performance (Selu, 2021T). Because of the reliance on capitalist forms
of labour and exchange, these divisions become more stringent in order to continue organisational
access to public platforms and international amplification. One of the most important public
platforms for PCA performance is social media (350 Pacific, 2018). As such, discussions of
postcapitalism, algorithmic oppression, and Indigenous data sovereignty are also immensely
relevant to analyses of PCA performance (Kukutai & Taylor, 2016; Wark, 2019).
In closing, there are a number of matters to clarify about this research. The first is that,
although my research focuses on oppressions present within PCA performance contexts, this is not
meant in any way to diminish the importance of white supremacist coloniality, which is the root of
all of these violences (Zemke & Lim-Cowley, 2021). However, because I believe it is important to
confront injustice in all contexts, and because of my familiarities with PCA performance, I chose to
focus on occurrences within these parameters. I critique these contexts not because I want to destroy
or abolish them, but because I am invested in their transformation (Moten & Harney, 2013).
Because of the limits I placed upon participant recruitment, there was no discussion with composers
and choreographers, and discussing the lyrical content was not at the forefront of the analysis.
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However, that there are separations between Pasifiqueeredisabled communities and those who
create and edit the music used in PCA demonstrations is an interesting phenomenon.
Covered previously in this thesis have been issues of tradition, Pacific Indigenous and
Pasifika cultures, generationality, gendersexuality, dis/ability, race, ethnicity, class, and related
matters. Previous to and during the course of the research, I was told that focusing on multiple
matters was a bad—or at least unadvisable—idea. However, I continued with these focuses because
of how crucial tracing these connections is to understanding how oppression and resistance work.
As Tunufa‘i has observed in critiques of talanoa, splitting entities from the networks in which they
exist can sometimes change how they are perceived in such a way as to render critiques of the
disembodied forms inapplicable to the original contexts one is attempting to analyse (2016).
Furthermore, I argue that, in contexts in which race, gender, and further communal markers are
deemed “normal,” all axes of identity are important, and all play a role in what occurs (MoretonRobinson & Nicoll, 2006). Thus, research that is done into these contexts without factoring these
multiplicities of identity and what results from their interrelations will arguably result in reductive
findings.
Gendersexuality and dis/ability research, often as a result of academic Othering and the
encumberment of the oppressed, tends to be concentrated on disabled and gendersexuality-divergent
communities. However, as stated previously, these axes of existence are also relevant in
communities defined by privilege in these areas (Uperesa, 2016). CHEP communities are not
neutral, and the foundations of their power and privilege in colonial constructs of acceptability must
also be investigated. There could be much fruitful research done by CHEP researchers into the
functionings of these concentrations of privilege, which would perhaps be much better uses of
energy, space, and time, instead of studying cultures and communities with which researchers are
unfamiliar, and against which the researchers are likely to hold biases and commit epistemic
violence because of wider structural epistemic segregation (Dotson, 2011; Lim-Bunnin, 2020;
Smith, 2021). Having now reached the end of the research methodological and theoretical
reflections, the following section will provide an overview of recent events, and make a few final
points in relation to the analyses of previous chapters.

8.2 Recent Events
In this section, I will provide an outline of the political landscape and temporality through which the
research has occurred. I will begin by listing some of the pivotal events that happened over the past
twelve months, and then gradually narrow my focus to the New Zealand climate activist sphere.
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Through discussing these events, I will make connections between the wider environments and the
contexts of the research and, through this, make some comments about climate justice futures.
The ever-presence of death and suffering in climate injustice can not be underestimated.
Despite, and perhaps because of this, PCA performance is known for expressions of joy and pride.
These time-spaces are haunted by our ancestors, memories of people who have died as a result of
climate injustice, intergenerational trauma, and the ongoing affective resonances of all of these
colliding, intermingling, clashing, and fusing (Leomala, 1975; Tamapeau et al., 2021T; see also
Coddington, 2011). The past year has been characterised by a global pandemic, environmental
disasters, political unrest, and numerous conflicts across time, space, and ideology (Barokka,
2020b; Brookes, 2021; Davies, 2021; Doherty, 2020; Fagaiava-Muller, 2021a; Fagaiava-Muller,
2021b; Johnson, 2020; Tamapeau et al., 2021T; Wenda, 2021). Although climate change, music, and
times of crisis are commonly and hegemonically narrated as being the things that bring people
together as a species, there have been countless examples of how the opposite is often the case. In a
linked vein, there have also been multiple examples of how collective efforts that are not
necessarily unified have managed to bring about some structural change, with one of the most
notable instances of this being Black Lives Matter (Ferrer & Nguy, 2021; Mire, 2021; Tokalau,
2020; Wilson, 2021; see also Cooper, 2020). The murder of Polikalepo Kefu, the former president
of the Tongan Leitis’ Association and the founder of 350 Tonga, was one of many reminders of the
violence against gendersexuality-divergent people and of the over-representation of Pacific
Indigenous multiply marginalised people in climate justice work (Fagaiava-Muller, 2021a). Further
connections can be made between tragedies such as this, the exclusions of frontlines
gendersexuality-divergent and/or disabled people from shelters and resources in climate crisis and
resultant loss of life, Christian hegemonic blaming of gendersexuality-divergent people for climate
injustice, and entrenched epistemic violence that originates in coloniality (Dwyer & Woolf, 2018;
Fruean, 2020; Sherwood-O’Regan, 2020; Zemke & Lim-Cowley, 2021). The intricacies of
relationality, and rupturings thereof, are thus crucial to understand in the manifestations of climate
injustice in order to prevent all forms of climate violence from occurring.
One of the most highly discussed events in New Zealand climate activist spaces has been the
disbandment of School Strike 4 Climate, the New Zealand branch of the climate action youth
movement started by Greta Thunberg (Fagaiava-Muller, 2021b). There have been numerous
reactions to and analyses of this event. One is that, even with the disbandment, the preference of
Pasifika CHEP(-presenting) people to work with white CHEP(-presenting) people over
collaborating with Pasifiqueeredisabled people is clear (Fagaiava-Muller, 2021b; The Spinoff,
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2020). In considerations of what makes change, disbandment has been criticised from multiple
Pasifika perspectives for its lack of accountability and relationality, and its adherence to
disposability ideologies (Fagaiava-Muller, 2021b). In the past month, a documentary titled High
Tide Don’t Hide was released about 4 Tha Kulture, a Pasifika South Auckland youth climate activist
organisation and School Strike 4 Climate (Kay et al., 2021). This is one of many instances of
Pasifika stories, and in particular, South Auckland stories making their way onto mainstream
platforms. Many critical points were made during the course of the film, but what appeared to come
through most strongly were: the continued marginalisation of Pacific Indigenous perspectives; the
importance of working class analyses of climate injustice and the erasure of these; and frequent
correlations between organisations’ structural power and their increased embodiments of prooppressive politics.
The concentration of privilege and marginalisation has been one of the prominent themes in
this research. One potential cause of this is that both privilege and marginality have tendencies to
accrue under colonial capitalist models because privilege facilitates “upward” mobility, and
marginality often encloses and diminishes agency. A further aspect of this is how Pasifika climate
action organisations have shifted their methods and focuses over the past few years (Fair, 2018;
Steiner, 2015; Tahana, 2019; The Spinoff, 2020). Because much of the PCA performance that I have
described is targeted towards and takes place in largely colonial time-spaces, there are costs
incurred in order to remain in these spaces. Often, obtaining access to larger public platforms, closer
proximity to epistemic authority, and increasingly amplified representation is dependent on
displaying and embodying attributes of the oppressor: entry into spaces are often made on the basis
of similarity, and forming these presentations or simply happening to embody various prejudices
can also facilitate this mobility (Ahmed, 2018).
All of the previous discussions underscore the profound value of increased support for
Pacific Indigenous climate justice activism in all its forms, so that all oppressions can be identified
and subsequently abolished. There are many further contexts and aspects through which this
research could have travelled, such as through discussions of: fatness in PCA performance, as well
as how clothing and materials are used, healthism, and the tying together of beauty and morality
through halo effects; the implications of necropolitics and biopower in PCA performance; and the
implications of legality and documented citizenship in PCA performance, and how this shapes what
is presented (Gillon & Pausé, 2021; Wright, 2021T). Again, these are areas for future research
engagements.
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To conclude this chapter, the point of this research is also for hope. Although slight in
comparison to the chasmic shifts that must occur, some spectral presences of just futures have been
glimpsed in the establishment of the ULMWP Provisional Government, albeit in exile, the efforts of
SOUL at Ihumātao coming to fruition, and further global, societal, and communal changes (Wenda,
2021; Wilson, 2021; see also Ferrer & Nguy, 2021; Kay et al., 2021; Tokalau, 2020). As mentioned
by one of the participants:
I do actually believe that things are going to get better, and they might get worse before they get
better, but […] always, my position is that it can get better. And to show up for that because, yeah,
really, hopelessness, for me, comes from: oh, there’s no point, everything sucks. (Tamapeau, 2021T)

This re-emphasises the importance of doing work towards justice where we can. This also brings
the research, in some senses, full circle: Fetū is the first person I talked with outside of my family
who was Pasifika and queer: from this connection, made at the suggestion of Teresia Teaiwa, all
further forms of work in these areas, including this thesis and further projects, were made possible.
The following final chapter will summarise and reiterate the key points and claims of this thesis.
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9. Conclusion
Through the previous chapters, numerous contexts, societal commentaries, and ethical
commitments have been discussed. In this chapter, I will summarise the main answers and
arguments of the research. These concern: the cultural and representational exclusions of
Pasifiqueeredisabled communities; Pasifiqueeredisabled labour and knowledge; our analyses of
PCA music as a phenomenon; and perceptions, experiences, and understandings of how music can
be used to connect people and enact change. I will first recapitulate the methodological aspects of
the research. I will then detail the main functions of PCA music and performance. Following this, I
will restate the analyses of Chapters 5–7 in terms of PCA performance contexts, Polyhegemonix,
and Pasifiqueeredisabled ontological qualities. I will also briefly comment on the implications of
these analyses for future Pasifika activist work. Finally, I will discuss the core conclusions. The
research ultimately has two main findings: the first concerns the usages of PCA performance; the
second concerns the significance of ‘afa music. Both of these findings result in the conclusion that
the most consequential aspect of PCA performance, climate justice activism, and anti-oppressive
movements more widely is communal connectivity.
The collaborative research process utilised in this thesis was outlined in Chapter 2, and then
used frequently throughout subsequent chapters. This allowed for participants to have influence
over what was made available from their talanoa, and in which ways, in the final form of this thesis.
This was a significant aspect of the research because of how it countered the wider context of
epistemic violence in which the research sits. As previously discussed, this project was directed by
ethical commitments to and for Pasifiqueeredisabled communities, and this reciprocal practice is an
example of one of the ways in which just ends are able to be achieved.
To re-centre the research grounds, the question asked at its inception was: “What are the
roles, purposes, and consequences of music and performance in tauiwi Pasifika climate activism in
contemporary New Zealand?” Through talanoa with participants, the focal answers found to this
questions were: influencing policy, politics, and people’s political conscientisation; providing a
space in which certain Pacific Indigenous cultures, languages, and ancestral genealogies can be
learned and practised; giving performers a relatively easy way of participating in “activist” contexts
without necessarily making further, deeper commitments; as a way of engaging in and carrying out
performances and artistic creation in ways that align with performers’ political commitments; and as
a way of cleaving communities together and apart through emotional, political, and physical ties
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(Tamapeau et al., 2021T). However, as stated in 5.1.1, PCA music and performance can not be
confined to an “oppressed vs. oppressor” reduction. The complications with this will now be
readdressed.
Through talanoa, the research found that images of warriorhood, universality, and binarism
are key components of PCA performance. Furthermore, it was uncovered that universality and
binarism are often co-constitutive in PCA contexts. Through these performances, frameworks of
warriorhood and universal-binarist co-construction are used to exclude Pasifiqueeredisabled
communities from participation in PCA performance, inclusion in embodiments of Pacific
Indigenous identity, and legibility in conceptions of Pasifika and Pacific Indigeneity. From these
analyses, it was also determined that the illegibility of Pasifiqueeredisabled people in PCA
performance is one of the many oppressive aspects that renders PCA music legible in hegemonic
contexts. Thus, Polyhegemonix—the concentration of ethnic, national, racial, enabled, class,
gendersexuality, and further privileges in Pasifika contexts, as heavily influenced by colonial
paradigms—was found to be a crucial underlying structure in the foundations of PCA music.
As discussed in the previous chapters, the repercussions of representation are complex: PCA
music allows for empowerment for some, but this is inextricable from the oppression of Others.
One of the main themes of the research can be condensed into the phrase “the violence behind the
united front,” that is, the costs incurred in the production of a top-down hegemonised unity. One of
the topics that frequently appeared in talanoa was the dilemma of whether to remain in hegemonic
environments that are frequently characterised by both increased resources and multiple violences,
or to leave them, and form groups and actions with less resources and more agency through the
ethics grounding these entities. A further conclusion of the research was that this might not be the
best question to ask, as these choices are intensely context-dependent, and the passing of judgement
about people’s organisational positionings in wider efforts to destroy coloniality and its related
oppressions is largely not a beneficial practice (Miller, 2019). Instead, what is more significant is
how we collaborate and support each other through multiple time-spaces (Tamapeau et al., 2021T).
In productions of unity, there are always costs and compromises. There are, however, many further
questions to be answered about the qualities, circumstances, and consequences of these
compromises (Whyte, 2020b). As demonstrated in previous descriptions, Pasifiqueeredisabled
people are open to collaborating with Pasifika CHEP people, and do so fairly frequently. The
reverse, however, is often not the case, with Pasifika CHEP people regularly preferring to ally with
Pākehā instead of Pasifiqueeredisabled people. Pasifika queeredisabled/CHEP unions continue, and
can be a crucial element of decolonial, anti-colonial movements. However, in ethical commitments
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to intersectional justice, continual compromises that deepen and further entrench colonial
oppressions must no longer feature in these coalitions.
Although the thesis started with a focus on PCA demonstration music, this shifted during the
course of the research. The principal finding of this project is that ‘afa music is more important than
the authorised demonstration music that so frequently features in Polyhegemonic Pasifika climate
activism. Ultimately from this finding, it can be concluded that, in environments characterised by
multiple historical oppressions—and which urgently require our techniques of transformation—our
connections and mutual sustenance are critical. What is most valuable and vital is how we remain in
relationship with each other (Tamapeau et al., 2021T).
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